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P R O L O G U E

It’s not every day you fi nd yourself travelling through the streets of 

Chicago on AC/DC’s personal tour bus, shooting the breeze with 

Malcolm and Angus Young, the brothers who formed the band in 

1973 and who have been the creative core ever since. Then again, 

the past twenty-four hours had been a pretty surreal experience.

It was 30 October 2008, and Barack Obama’s home city of 

Chicago was consumed with the man many hoped would become 

the fi rst African-American president of the United States. The 

presidential election was only fi ve days away so it was no surprise 

that every news medium, all spare poster space and even the guy 

selling trinkets on the corner should be turned over to Obama-

mania. The enthusiasm was well founded, for Obama won the 

election, becoming the eighth US president to hold offi ce since AC/

DC were formed.

But just forty-fi ve minutes out of town the vibe was entirely 

different. The Chicago Allstate Arena was the site of the second 

show in AC/DC’s two-and-a-half-year world tour, their fi rst in 

seven years. Anticipation was running at fever pitch. It had been a 

long wait for the return of Australia’s most successful rock act, and 

fans were impatient to get the show underway. The unmistakable 

gothic lettering of the AC/DC logo was visible wherever you turned 

– mostly plastered across the black T-shirt-clad chests of burly 

blokes, but there was also a fair spread of feminine pink and yellow 

low-cut tees, tattoos, leather jackets, caps, even custom-made Dr 

Martens boots. And this wasn’t your typical forty-something 

rocker crowd; in some cases, three generations had come together 

to live the experience that is an AC/DC concert. Boys as young 
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The multimillion-dollar Black Ice tour had opened on the 

back of the album’s release, in the blue-collar town of Wilkes-

Barre, Pennsylvania, on 28 October before moving to Chicago. 

Black Ice, the band’s fi rst studio album in eight years, is broadly 

acknowledged to be more of the same – guitar-based rock wrapped 

around sex, booze and rock’n’roll-soaked lyrics. It went triple 

platinum in Australia in the fi rst two weeks and was the fi rst of 

their albums to debut at No 1 on the infl uential US Billboard chart. 

It sold more than 1 million copies in the US in the fi rst few weeks, 

despite the band’s standard refusal to make the album available in 

digital format. Instead, it was sold exclusively through Wal-Mart 

stores, the largest supermarket chain in the US.

AC/DC still has the ability to pack stadiums in Australia too. 

When tickets for their 2010 concert dates went on sale in May 

2009, the tour became the fastest selling in Australia’s history. 

More than half a million tickets, worth about $50 million, were 

sold within hours. In Melbourne alone, 110,000 tickets to the 

band’s two scheduled shows at Etihad Stadium were snapped up 

in the fi rst forty-fi ve minutes. This compares with a total 36,000 

tickets bought for the band’s previous three Melbourne concerts at 

the Rod Laver Arena in 2001. Demand was so great for the 2010 

tour that additional shows were scheduled.

The album sales, the fans, the hype, the hysteria were a far cry 

from the early days of AC/DC. Back then, it took seven long years 

and no less than eight albums for the band to turn a profi t and 

begin their world domination of rock’n’roll. But while the popular 

music establishment of the time often dismissed the band and their 

‘dated’ music, one man refused to give up, steadfastly believing 

they were on the cusp of something huge and backing up this belief 

with a steady stream of funding. He’d already tasted success with 

The Easybeats and was adamant AC/DC were destined for even 

greater things. That man was Ted Albert.

as four tore around the arena, their grey-haired grandfathers 

struggling to chase after them. Ticket prices had been capped at 

$US90, in line with the band’s recognition that most of their fans 

are working class and/or young, making this a concert many could 

afford to enjoy.

The excitement – and impatience – began to grow as the 

support act took the stage. Irish rockers and AC/DC label mates 

The Answer had been handpicked for the tour. Acknowledging 

most of the crowd was there for the main event, the band punched 

out a short set. The reception was encouraging, but the hysteria 

levels rose as the Irish lads took their bows and cleared the stage.

The arena was plunged into darkness and a screen descended 

from the ceiling. A cheeky, high-energy animation appeared on the 

screen, featuring Angus as a devil attempting to stop a runaway 

train that had been hijacked by zealous (and busty) she-devils. Too 

late: a life-sized steam train suddenly burst through the screen and 

crashed onto the stage. The smoke cleared to reveal the band: lead 

guitarist Angus, Malcolm on rhythm guitar, singer Brian Johnson, 

bass guitarist Cliff Williams and drummer Phil Rudd. The crowd 

went berserk. 

Despite the band’s combined ages heading towards 300 years, 

they performed with all the explosive energy for which they are 

renowned. They kicked off with a raucous rendition of ‘Rock ’N 

Roll Train’, the opening track from their latest album, Black Ice, 

while the set list featured perennial favourites ‘Back In Black’, 

‘Thunderstruck’, ‘TNT’ and ‘You Shook Me All Night Long’. 

Angus, clad in his trademark school uniform, was soon ripping out 

riffs with startling force. He treated the audience to all his tricks, 

beginning with a tongue-in-cheek striptease during ‘The Jack’, 

ending up spinning maniacally on stage, playing frantically all the 

while. Impressive for a man in his fi fties whose only recreational 

drugs are nicotine and tea.
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managing director of Alberts in 1931, took control of this side 

of the business and from 1937 built it into a national network of 

eight stations.

The next medium the company leapt upon was television. 

Recognising the opportunities the introduction of television would 

create, Alberts became a founding investor. Alexis was one of the 

original board members of Sydney channel ATN-7, and would 

remain on the board for a staggering thirty-three years.

Alexis’s son Ted joined the business in the late 1950s, just as 

rock’n’roll was changing the face of music and radio. He recognised 

that Alberts had a unique opportunity to create and export an 

Australian sound. In 1963 he began the search for local rock 

groups to record on the newly formed Albert Productions label, 

created exclusively for Australian content. One of the fi rst groups 

recorded was Billy Thorpe & the Aztecs. The Easybeats followed 

soon after, and by 1966 they had produced seven No 1 hit singles, 

including the international smash hit ‘Friday on My Mind’. Until 

recently, Ted Mulry Gang’s ‘Jump In My Car’ was the highest-

selling Australian single – another Alberts’ hit – while AC/DC’s 

album Back in Black has sold more than 22 million albums in 

the US. 

In 1973, in partnership with Harry Vanda and George Young, 

Alberts built its own state-of-the-art recording studios in King 

Street, Sydney, which were used by Alberts’ bands –including Stevie 

Wright, The Angels, Rose Tattoo and AC/DC – but also by other 

rock bands such as Mental As Anything, Midnight Oil, Hoodoo 

Gurus and Cold Chisel. For many years Albert Productions was the 

most successful independent Australian record label, responsible 

for twenty Top 10 singles and eighteen Top 20 albums between 

1972 and 1980.

Ted turned his sights to fi lm in 1990, when he commissioned 

Baz Luhrmann to direct his fi rst fi lm, Strictly Ballroom, in 

Alberts was founded in the late nineteenth century by Swiss 

immigrant, watchmaker, violinist and author Jacques Albert. The 

business was soon expanded by his son, Frank, who proved to be 

a visionary entrepreneur who would have a profound infl uence on 

music in Australia during the fi rst half of the twentieth century. 

Frank Albert adopted the boomerang as his symbol, applying 

it to the Boomerang range of mouth organs, the indispensable 

Boomerang Songsters, and to Boomerang House — the name 

given to the company’s head offi ce for much of its life, as well as 

to Frank’s spectacular harbourside mansion, which is still one of 

Sydney’s most notable fi ne houses. But the company’s main staple 

was, and still is, music publishing, and today Alberts stands as 

Australia’s oldest independent music publishing house. 

At the turn of the twentieth century Jacques began to travel 

abroad regularly, making deals with infl uential American and 

British publishers. Through them he negotiated the right to publish 

or sub-publish in Australia and New Zealand the lucrative copyright 

to the products of New York’s engine of popular song, Tin Pan 

Alley, by songwriters such as Irving Berlin and George Gershwin. 

Alberts today continues to have a most successful catalogue of 

local writers, along with famous international titles such as ‘Blue 

Skies’, ‘I Feel Good’ and ‘Good Vibrations’. 

A marketing genius, Frank quickly grasped the crucial and 

profi table part that radio could play in the dissemination of popular 

music, and in 1929 became a founding member and director of the 

Australian Broadcasting Company (known as ABC), which ran the 

Australian government’s eight national radio stations for the fi rst 

three years of their existence. When the government took over the 

licence at the end of that period to form its own ABC, Alberts 

bought radio 2UW in Sydney. Frank’s son Alexis, who became 
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On 10 December 1884 the coastal steamer Eurimbla 

chugged its way into Farm Cove on Sydney Harbour. 

Among the hordes of passengers impatiently waiting to 

disembark were the Albert family: Jacques and his wife, Sophie, 

and their two young children, ten-year-old Michel François (later 

Anglicised to Frank) and eight-year-old Pauline.

The Swiss–Russian family were exhausted after their six-week 

voyage aboard the steamship Duke of Westminster, which they had 

boarded in Port Said in October bound for Brisbane. The family 

had travelled steerage, the cheapest of the three classes offered, 

and conditions were cramped and uncomfortable, with more than 

400 passengers jostling for space in a large below-deck communal 

The 
business
with the 
beats 

C H A P T E R  O N E

collaboration with Alberts. Strictly Ballroom was released to great 

international acclaim in 1992, winning eight AFI awards, three 

BAFTAs and a nomination for a Golden Globe for best motion 

picture in the comedy/musical category.

Brothers Robert and Tony joined Alexis and Ted in the family 

business after they retired from their legal careers in 1984. 

Today, Robert is the patriarch of this family-owned and operated 

business. Robert’s son, David, is now the fi fth-generation Albert 

at the helm, steering the company in new directions in the face of 

a changing media landscape, while maintaining the focus on its 

proud heritage.

As David’s sister and the great-great-granddaughter of Jacques 

Albert, I have found exploring the Alberts’ story a fascinating and 

revealing adventure. It is somewhat ironic that a family who has 

done so much to put so many bands on the world stage and brought 

music into so many homes has deliberately maintained a low profi le 

itself and steadfastly guarded its privacy. My greatest diffi culty in 

writing this book has been to honour the family’s desire to protect 

that privacy while at the same time providing readers with some 

insight into the people who created such an inspiring business. 

Across the generations, the Alberts have contributed signifi cantly 

to the Australia we live in. I hope that I have done justice to their 

legacy, and their story.
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of freestanding and terrace houses and no less than thirteen 

churches.

The Albert family settled into a fl at behind their little terraced 

shop at 108 Enmore Road. Unlike other European immigrants, such 

as Isaac Nathan and W H Paling who came to Australia specifi cally 

to teach and make music, Jacques wasn’t chasing huge dreams; 

he was interested only in making an honest living. And what else 

would this Swiss entrepreneur sell and repair but what he knew 

and loved best? ‘J Albert. Practical Watch Maker’ read the sign 

painted onto the veranda above the shop’s entrance. The windows 

displayed an array of watches and clocks of varying sizes.

Just as his father had done before him, Jacques began to teach 

his children music. They both became competent players: Frank on 

the violin and Pauline on the piano. Seeing how quickly and easily 

they learned, Jacques decided to offer violin lessons to the public. At 

quiet times during the business day he would pick up his violin and 

play. Passers-by would be entranced by the beautiful sound fl oating 

from the little shop and, curious, would come to investigate. Jacques 

soon found himself with a regular and loyal clientele. He began 

stocking violin strings, bows and music, repairing instruments and 

bows, and offering advice on the selection of violins.

Many of Jacques’s earliest memories involved the violin, as he 

had taken lessons since he was a young boy growing up in the 

foothills of the Alps in the town of Fribourg in western Switzerland. 

He was born on 1 January 1850 to Swiss Protestant parents, Rose 

Albert (née Lachome) and Otto Albert, an engineer and optician. 

When Jacques was old enough, he took on an apprenticeship in that 

defi nitively Swiss profession, clock-making, but the violin lessons 

continued. He grew into a young man who was intensely curious, 

not only about the innards of clocks but about the workings of 

the world around him. Like so many Swiss of his generation, he 

also had a hunger to learn more about the countries surrounding 

dormitory of double wooden bunks. Ventilation was poor; and 

when the weather was stormy, the only source of fresh air – the 

portholes – were shuttered to prevent everything getting soaked.

All ships were required to carry a surgeon superintendent who 

not only looked after the passengers’ health but was also required 

to ensure everyone behaved. Common conditions and diseases 

surgeons treated included diarrhoea, scarlet and typhoid fever and 

tuberculosis. On the Alberts’ trip two deaths were recorded. The 

main ailment suffered by passengers, however, was seasickness. 

Jacques must have had a miserable time during the voyage for he 

was prone to horrifi c seasickness.

To alleviate the tedium of the endless open seas Jacques used 

the time to learn English, and he soon befriended a twenty-year-

old Welsh umbrella-maker – and future prime minister of Australia 

– William Morris Hughes. Hughes spoke no French, Jacques no 

English, so the pair whiled away their days teaching those languages 

to each other.

The sight of dry land would have been a welcome relief, and the 

passengers put on their smartest clothes for the landing, wanting to 

look their best for the beginning of their new lives. But for Jacques, 

Sophie, Frank and Pauline the journey wasn’t quite over; in Brisbane 

they joined the Eurimbla for the fi nal forty-eight-hour trip down to 

Sydney. How alien their new homeland must have appeared as they 

entered the small port surrounded by a harsh landscape of thick 

grey bush and imposing sandstone cliffs.

Jacques wasted no time setting up a shop in Newtown, a busy 

area crammed full of shopkeepers, labourers, skilled tradesmen 

and self-employed small traders. The suburb housed about 400 

businesses, and was considered a shopping mecca for the suburbs 

to the southwest, particularly given its transport facilities – three 

railway stations, numerous bus routes and one of the most regular 

tram services around. It was a prosperous area with a mixture 
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blamed for the assassination of Tzar Alexander II. A tavern brawl 

at Kirovo, not far from where the Alberts lived in Kharkov, resulted 

in murderous riots that spread throughout 167 towns and villages, 

killing Jews and destroying thousands of their homes. Poverty 

and homelessness ensued and families began to fl ee in the face of 

Alexander III’s stringent new May Laws of 1882. Between 1881 

and 1920 about 2 million Russian Jews emigrated.

It is not known whether Sophie was Jewish, or even if religion 

was the compelling reason behind her and Jacques’s decision to 

emigrate. But her family name of Greenberg suggests that she 

may have been Jewish, which would have made the anti-Semitism 

overtaking eastern Europe enough of a reason to pack their 

belongings and leave Kharkov in 1884, bound for a totally foreign 

destination, Australia.

The Alberts were just one of many immigrant families landing in 

the Australian colonies. By 1861 the population had reached almost 

1.2 million, largely driven by the gold rushes in New South Wales 

and Victoria in the 1850s. Programs offering migrants government-

assisted passage made the move to Australia more attractive, and 

immigration made up 47.7 per cent of Australia’s population growth 

as a whole between 1881-1885. Many of these new arrivals settled in 

New South Wales, and in the decade following 1881 the population 

of Sydney swelled by almost two-thirds. The most popular suburbs 

were Balmain, Redfern, Paddington, North Sydney, Glebe and 

Newtown, where Jacques and his family had settled. The immigrant 

infl ux also helped stimulate and sustain an economic boom, with 

two-thirds of the new arrivals joining the work force.

Pauline and Frank were enrolled in the local public school at 

Newtown. It was not an easy time for either of them. With their 

European clothes, funny accents and limited grasp of English, they 

were teased and labelled ‘Dutchies’. Frank decided then and there he 

would show his ignorant classmates what he was capable of. From 

his tiny landlocked birthplace. When he was in his early twenties 

his love of travel and taste for adventure led him to Kharkov, the 

capital of the Ukraine and a vibrant cultural centre. There he met 

Sophie Greenberg, who was four years his junior and the daughter 

of a merchant, Moses Greenberg, and his wife, Olga. The couple 

fell in love and were married in 1873 in Kharkov, where they 

settled. Sophie gave birth to Michel François on 26 March 1874, 

and Pauline Charlotte on 13 April 1876. They had a third child, 

Edward, but sadly he died when he was very young.

Jacques travelled widely in Europe, taking part in trade fairs 

and exhibiting clocks he designed and made. In 1883 he was 

invited to Moscow for the International Horological Exhibition, 

and it was here that he fi rst displayed an invention that he had 

spent three years working on: a battery-operated clock. It was one 

of the world’s fi rst, and was broadly praised for its inventiveness. 

Jacques was fascinated by languages – he grew up bilingual, 

speaking French and German – and soon added Russian, English, 

Italian and Japanese to his repertoire. Many years later, when his 

Australian grandchildren would giggle as he spoke any number of 

languages to Pauline and Frank, he would admonish them sharply, 

saying: ‘Your mother understands me whether I speak to her in 

French, German, Russian or English. But if I don’t speak to you in 

English I must bark like a dog.’ 

He had a quirky sense of humour. Pauline was fond of recounting 

the story of her father’s fox terrier, which used to sit on Jacques’s 

lap as he rode his bicycle. Jacques would place the dog’s paws on 

the handlebars while he put his hands in his pockets and took great 

delight in the astonishment of passers-by, who thought the dog was 

steering the bike.

By 1881 Russia was becoming a dangerous place to live, for 

Jews in particular. Anti-Semitism had been building, and that 

Easter waves of pogroms began to sweep Russia as Jews were 
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health and diet, and would later publish books on the subjects, so it 

was no surprise that Frank shared his interest. Frank was accepted 

into the University of Sydney and began a joint degree in medicine 

and dentistry, but economics intervened to bring his dream of a 

medical career to an end. In the 1890s the Australian colonies 

were going through a severe depression; the 1892 collapse of the 

Melbourne property market had reverberated around the country, 

and further fi nancial crashes resulted in increased unemployment. 

The downturn was so bad that churches and councils began 

organising free food rations to distribute to the unemployed and 

their families in some areas. 

By 1893 Jacques needed all the help he could get in the shop, 

and although Frank was in his third year at the University of Sydney 

he was forced to drop out and join the family business. Thanks to 

Jacques’s tuition, Frank was now a skilled violinist and a member of 

the Theatre Royal orchestra that rehearsed at the Garrick Theatre, 

which was just up the road from Alberts on King Street. Like his 

father, Frank also gave violin lessons in his spare time. At nineteen, 

he had an ear for music and was developing a brain for business, 

particularly marketing, so the move into the business wasn’t 

altogether unwelcome. The same cannot be said of the jobs he was 

given, which included sweeping the footpath outside the shop – an 

essential and regular task in those days of dusty, unsealed streets 

and horse manure underfoot. Mindful of others’ opinion of him, 

Frank was unimpressed. ‘I always dreaded meeting someone from 

the med school while I was sweeping, but sure enough they would 

come along,’ he later recalled. But Jacques was not a person who 

tolerated infl ated egos. Frank was expected to learn on the job, and 

that meant pitching in wherever he was needed.

Clearly he learned quickly, for in 1894 the business was 

registered as J Albert & Son, and Frank became a partner. During 

the next two years Jacques and Frank began to build the business 

a young age he developed a tough, uncompromising determination 

that would drive him through his successful business life.

It took many years for the family to begin to feel settled in Sydney. 

Just as they were becoming accustomed to their new life there, 

Sophie’s health began to deteriorate. Unlike Jacques, who had an 

appetite for languages and a desire to blend into any society, Sophie 

had never mastered English. This meant she was largely confi ned 

to their modest fl at behind the shop and had little contact with the 

outside world. Her health never improved, and on 2 October 1890 

she died, aged thirty-six, from heart disease. Jacques had only had 

six years to enjoy his new homeland with his fi rst love. Sophie was 

buried the next day in the Presbyterian Cemetery at Rookwood, 

leaving Jacques to raise two teenage children on his own.

What followed was a painful, diffi cult time for the family. 

Jacques worked tirelessly in an attempt to get ahead, while his 

motherless children struggled to fi t in and be accepted by their 

new compatriots. Jacques was alone in a foreign country and a 

sole parent at a time when social security hadn’t even been thought 

of. Sophie’s death marked a pivotal moment in his life: in a bid to 

make a fresh beginning and leave some of his heartache behind, 

Jacques decided to turn his back on his beloved clocks and throw 

himself into the world of music, determined to make something of 

the Albert name. In 1893, the family packed up the business and 

their belongings and farewelled Newtown and their fi rst Australian 

home. They moved briefl y to 470 George Street in the city, before 

Jacques found a more central location at 118 King Street in 1894. 

The business was now known as Alberts’ Music Stores and it sold 

a range of instruments and sheet music.

Frank, who had progressed through Newtown Public School to 

Fort Street High and then Sydney Boys High, was also determined 

to do something meaningful with his life and had set his sights on 

becoming a doctor or a dentist. Jacques had very fi rm opinions on 
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and-easies’, as they were known, popular in taverns in Britain 

and Australia. Writing in Australia As It Is in 1852, F Lancelot 

noted that in the free-and-easies ‘many get intoxicated and all 

who like, sing what they like, to an extempore pianoforte and 

violin accompaniment’. Typically, music hall patrons sat at long 

communal tables and enjoyed a meal and a few drinks, while a 

compere led the entertainment on stage, often inviting diners to 

join in. As the evening progressed, the already risqué comic songs, 

minstrel songs and sentimental ballads became bawdier. 

Music hall entertainment wasn’t simply imported from Britain, 

however; it often had a distinctly Australian tone. The songs 

refl ected contemporary life. They spoke of love, sex, hardship 

and popular and notorious local characters. Harry Rickards, the 

British music hall singer-turned-entrepreneur behind the legendary 

Tivoli circuit, was one of the fi rst to introduce a broader range of 

popular acts to Australian theatres from 1892. Rickards was one 

of a number of theatrical entrepreneurs who had begun to emerge 

by the end of the nineteenth century, bringing a steady stream of 

international artists to Australia and thereby helping to develop the 

local popular music and dance scene. After Rickards died in 1911, 

boxing promoter Hugh D McIntosh took over the Tivoli circuit 

and changed the format to straight vaudeville.

Britons Benjamin Fuller and his brother John built a rival 

vaudeville chain in 1901, which focused mostly on Australian 

acts such as Stiffy and Mo (Nat Phillips and Roy Rene), as well as 

various comedies and dramas. Another early impresario who had a 

lasting infl uence was American actor J C Williamson, who went on 

to found Australia’s largest theatrical company, J C Williamson, 

known as ‘the Firm’. Then there were the Tait brothers: of the six 

brothers, fi ve ended up working in show business.

To this group of theatrical and musical entrepreneurs would 

soon be added another name, that of J Albert & Son.

into one that would take full advantage of the public’s growing 

demand for music and other forms of entertainment.

By the end of the nineteenth century, the arts – and music 

in particular – played an important role in the lives of most 

Australians. Convict transportation had ceased, the gold rush had 

attracted diverse ethnic groups to the colonies, urbanisation was 

increasing, a middle class was establishing itself and there was a 

new and vigorous working-class tradition of folk music and bush 

ballads. All of this contributed to an emerging Australian culture. 

The Bulletin magazine was the organ of the people, particularly 

those who lived in the bush. Frank quickly recognised this and 

advertised Alberts’ instruments and music in the magazine, tapping 

a new customer base via mail order.

Music and song were important in establishing a sense of 

community, especially in isolated rural settlements. Residents 

typically gathered in friends’ houses or taverns to sing, dance and 

listen to recitals. Many young people, particularly upper- and 

middle-class women, were expected to be able to play a musical 

instrument and sing romantic ballads. Pianos were the most 

popular instrument, and many thousands of the new and cheaper 

upright pianos were imported and sold at affordable prices. Other 

instruments that made their way to Australia included organs, 

clarinets, French horns and cymbals. In turn, the popularity of all 

these instruments created a booming market for sheet music.

Musical theatre also grew in popularity, further sparking 

demand for the latest songs and melodies. J Albert & Son and its 

competitors were only too happy to oblige. By the 1890s Sydney 

had about half a dozen theatres, as well as many music halls. In 

vogue in London since the 1850s, music halls replaced the ‘free-
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A church, a concert hall, a theatre at your home without a farthing 

expenses or trouble. The graphophone. One does not know the 

bliss of life, cheerfulness or joy unless he hears the graphophone. 

Complete with reproducer funell [sic] and record. Price £2.10. With 

nickel horn, reproducer portable cover and 5 records. Price £5.0.0 

The Albert graphophone is very similar to above but carefully 

revised with best fi ttings and superior instrument in the market, 

being adjusted on pedestal with sliding drawer and 8 spindles on 

which the selected records are placed, giving the graphophone an 

elegant appearance and comfort to the operator. Price complete 

with 8 selected records £7.10.0. 

In 1896 the minimum weekly wage for a man was £1.14.1 so it 

was not a cheap way to appreciate music.

One Alberts’ advertising pitch for the phonograph would be 

considered defamatory by today’s standards. It reads:

There is only one Edison phonograph: all others are merely 

imitations which, by reason of their inferiority, must gravitate to 

their natural element, the scrapheap.

British composer and conductor Constant Lambert was known 

for saying that the phonograph was responsible for triggering ‘the 

appalling popularity of music’, and although they sold well Jacques 

refused to have either a phonograph or a graphophone in his own 

home, considering them a poor excuse for the real thing.

Alberts soon became part of a well-established music publishing 

and retail industry. Early music sellers in Sydney included Robert 

Campbell, Francis Ellard and Willem Hendrik Paling, whose 

business Palings was one of the most respected in the trade. 

Another of Alberts’ greatest competitors – also a family-run music 

publishing company – was Allans. Its Collins Street headquarters 

in Melbourne was a popular meeting place for musicians, and 

‘Meet you at Allans’ was an oft-heard phrase.

Jacques’s decision to concentrate his business on selling and 

supplying music and instruments was astute. As making music and 

listening to it became more popular, the demand for cheap and 

mobile instruments grew and J Albert & Son grew with it. 

Jacques and Frank sold a large range of instruments, including 

organettes, autoharps, concertinas, cornets, tin whistles, jew’s 

harps and bagpipes. The shop’s exterior left no doubt as to what 

was for sale: a carved wooden outline of a violin swung from a 

pole above the entrance, and the ground-fl oor display window of 

the two-storey building was always crammed with instruments. 

A photo from 1896 shows Jacques, Frank and Pauline standing 

proudly in the entrance. The men are wearing three-piece suits. 

Jacques, hands on hips and chin raised proudly at the camera, 

sports a thick handlebar moustache. On Jacques’s left stands 

Pauline, who wears a wide-brimmed hat, a long dark skirt and 

jacket and heeled boots. The window next to them displays rows 

of guitars, violins, trombones, banjos and mandolins. ‘J Albert 

& Son. Wholesale Importers. Trade Supplied’ is painted boldly 

above the display, while music lessons are advertised at twenty-fi ve 

shillings per term. The shop also publicises weekly deposit – a form 

of time payment – meaning nearly anyone could afford to buy or 

learn to play an instrument.

Alberts didn’t only cater to the musician; one of the most 

popular items sold for the non-performer was Thomas Edison’s 

phonograph, invented in 1877 and known as a ‘talking machine’. 

Alberts also sold the graphophone (the literal translation is ‘pencil 

of sound’), an early version of the phonograph developed by the 

inventor of the telephone, Alexander Graham Bell, and some 

colleagues in 1880.

A keen writer, Jacques often wrote his own catchy one-liners 

to advertise Alberts’ instruments and products. This example was 

scribbled down on a scrap of paper one morning: 
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tastes in popular music. One of these was none other than Jacques 

Albert, who composed and published a number of songs (through 

Alberts, naturally), including ‘Baiushka’ in 1902. Frank turned his 

hand to what is believed to be one of the fi rst local compositions in 

the cake-walk genre, ‘Coons Ragtime March and Two-Step’, under 

the name M François Albert, published by Alberts in 1902. It is 

also believed the ‘Charlie Chaplin Two-Step & March’ by ‘Pauline’ 

and arranged by organist Emmanuelle Aarons was composed by 

Frank’s sister.

For many years, sheet music was integral to the most popular 

form of entertainment: gathering around the piano at home. Sales 

of sheet music indicated whether or not a song was a hit, just as CD 

sales or internet downloads do today. Professional pianists, known 

as song pluggers or ‘professional managers’, were employed by the 

music houses to play the latest tunes to customers, music hall stars 

and band leaders. 

Most of the music houses, including Alberts, not only traded 

sheet music and sold and repaired instruments, they also promoted 

and sold tickets to concerts, balls and dances, particularly those 

that featured their own music. They also provided informal meeting 

places for musicians.

Seeing the success of other publishers’ annual compendiums, 

such as Allans’ The Australian Music Book series, Frank and 

Jacques wasted no time in publishing their own version. The fi rst 

edition came out in the early 1890s and was known simply as the 

Boomerang Songster. The songsters continued to be published 

for the next eighty years, and sold in the millions. ‘The songsters 

played an important role in popular entertainment,’ says folklorist 

Warren Fahey. ‘The Boomerang Songsters were extraordinarily 

successful.’

There was nothing pretentious or remotely sophisticated about 

the Boomerang Songster. Cheap and compact, and in the early 

One of the platforms upon which these fi rms built their success 

was the sale and publishing of sheet music, and this was an area that 

Jacques and Frank soon made their own. Retailing sheet music was a 

natural fi t with selling instruments. Sheet music of local compositions 

had been available in Australia since at least the mid-1820s, initially 

printed from engraved metal plates, which were later replaced by 

lithography in the 1850s. When composer and conductor Isaac 

Nathan arrived in Sydney from London in 1841, he brought his 

own music typesetting equipment with him and typeset the majority 

of his compositions. But most of the music sold in Australia was 

imported from English publishers such as Francis & Day, Chappell 

& Co and Boosey, or published locally under licence. Popular styles 

included minstrel songs, dance music, ballads, drawing-room piano 

pieces and comic songs: music for the people.

Before 1886 there were no rules governing the sale or impor-

tation of music outside the country where works were created, and 

publishing was a free-for-all. All that changed when an international 

agreement on copyright was signed in Berne, Switzerland on 

9 September 1886, which protected the owner’s rights. The 

agreement was revised in Paris in 1896. Today, 160 countries belong 

to the Berne Convention. In Australia, each colony had its own 

copyright laws before Federation. The Copyright Act (1905), which 

was based on the British model, was the fi rst Commonwealth act in 

this country relating to copyright. The United States took a slightly 

different approach. Until 1891, all US states had separate laws 

modelled on the British notion that the author owned the rights 

to a work. In 1891, international copyright law was introduced, 

offering copyright protection on foreign compositions sold and 

published in the US and vice versa.

In the nineteenth century, only about 10 per cent of sheet 

music sold locally was of Australian compositions. Nevertheless, 

there were local composers who managed to engage with current 
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mood of optimism buoyed the colonies, driving the strong surge 

of nationalism that would lead to Federation in 1901. This was 

refl ected in publications such as the Bulletin and through the music 

and verse of poets and writers such as Banjo Paterson and Henry 

Lawson, who touched a chord with readers of all classes and 

backgrounds. Recognising this, Frank hit upon the idea of using 

one of the most distinctly Australian symbols he could fi nd – the 

boomerang – in order to market all Alberts’ products, beginning 

with the songsters. From May 1894, Frank began to secure the 

international trademarks for the word ‘boomerang’ and the 

boomerang symbol in countries including New Zealand, Germany, 

South Africa, America, Canada, Czecho-Slovakia (as it was then 

known), Great Britain, Switzerland and of course the Australian 

colonies. The trademark specifi cally included its application to 

mouth organs and musical instruments. On 27 December 1899, it 

was registered for New South Wales. The framed certifi cate of the 

trademark, made out to ‘Albert & Son of 118 King Street Sydney, 

Music and Musical Instrument Importers’, hangs in the Alberts’ 

boardroom today.

This was a savvy move, designed to protect both Alberts’ 

instrument sales and the songsters. It was also an early indication 

of Frank’s uncanny grasp of marketing. The boomerang was an 

early example of branding, and from that time it has always been 

associated with Alberts. It would soon be applied to the mouth 

organs Frank imported from Germany, while Boomerang was 

later adopted as the name of Alberts’ Sydney headquarters at 

137–139 King Street: Boomerang House. Frank even designed a 

large sandstone plaque featuring two boomerangs that was erected 

on the building’s façade. Later, Frank’s three Rolls-Royces were 

instantly recognisable because of their distinctive numberplates, all 

various confi gurations of the numeral ‘7’ – the number that most 

closely resembled a boomerang, to Frank’s mind anyway. Some 

days crammed with silly jokes and riddles, it was inspired by the 

handy pocket-sized guides to the popular songs of the day that 

had been established during the gold rush, when entertainment 

was a fundamental part of everyday life and pub performances 

by touring singers such as Lola Montez were keenly anticipated. 

Fans were keen to learn the words to the songs these performers 

made so popular, and herein lay the beauty of the songster. Early 

songsters included The Colonial Songster, fi rst published in 

1857, the Melbourne-based Australian Melodists (1875–85), the 

Ballarat-based Coxon’s Comic Songster (1858–59) and Sydney’s 

Golden Songster (1893). A very large majority of songsters – up to 

95 per cent – carried lyrics only. The reason was economic: musical 

notation had to be expensively hand etched, and a crucial element 

of the songster’s appeal was its affordability.

‘There is no doubt that the more sentimental the song lyrics the 

more popular the song,’ Fahey says. ‘Romance, tragedy, patriotism, 

politics and utter nonsense were the stock-in-trade of the songster.’

By the end of the nineteenth century, the songsters were the 

cheapest and quickest way to disseminate songs. They were 

enjoying a renaissance in the wake of the popularity of the 

phonograph, music hall and vaudeville – and Jacques and Frank 

were quick to recognise an opportunity when they saw one. At 

an affordable sixpence – a ticket to the music hall cost about one 

shilling and sixpence, and a counter lunch in a hotel one shilling – 

the Boomerang Songster was pitched squarely at the popular end 

of the market. The result was that it was the undisputed market 

leader from the fi rst issue until Alberts ceased publication in the 

1970s. Boomerang Songsters became a household name, as well 

known then as Australian brands such as Aeroplane Jelly and 

Arnott’s Biscuits would become. 

The arrival of the Boomerang Songster coincided with 

Australia’s emergence from economic depression. An overwhelming 
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parochial: ‘You simply MUST have Boomerang Songster No 48, it 

contains more big hits than any songster ever published including 

the world famous unforgettable “Lili Marlene”’; or this ad from 

Songster 14 for the three-shilling sonophone cornet: ‘If you can 

talk you can play it. There is absolutely no previous knowledge 

required and if you have neglected your musical education then the 

sonophone cornet is the very article that you are in need of.’

By 1896 Jacques had decided to hand the reins to the son in J Albert 

& Son, and Frank effectively took over the business from that year. 

He had been involved no more than two years and was not yet 

twenty-two, but in that time he had more than proved himself, and 

his entrepreneurial fl air was undeniable. 
The year 1896 was to be memorable for many reasons. A 

small navy leather notebook dating from 1894, fi lled with Frank’s 

precise script, written mostly in pencil, and with the words ‘Frank 

Albert 118 King Street Sydney, 10/3/94’ on the inside front cover, 

reveals the beginnings of a special relationship. A black-and-white 

photograph of an attractive young woman gazing into the distance 

has been glued to the front page. The diary contains mundane 

details such as items of furniture Frank planned to buy, and notes 

from a trip he took by steamship to Melbourne and Hobart. What 

is particularly curious, however, is an entry adjacent to some notes 

detailing home repairs, as if written down in the fi rst available 

space. It reads: ‘Minnie Buttel 154 Pitt Street Sydney’. While the 

note itself doesn’t seem particularly signifi cant, the same Minnie 

Eliza Buttel became Frank’s wife two years later. Fittingly, the back 

cover of the notebook holds another black-and-white photograph, 

this one of Minnie lying in repose and looking into the lens, her 

slim arms placed elegantly behind her head. 

time later Frank’s son Alexis used the number 7 on his yachts, and 

his son Robert still sails under the number 7. Most famously, of 

course, was the mansion Boomerang, the most expensive house 

of its time, which Frank built on the shore of Sydney Harbour in 

the 1930s.

Although the Boomerang Songsters contained the lyrics to 

British and American hit songs, their bright, cheerful covers and 

content often conveyed a larrikin Australian tone. The songsters 

struck a chord simply because they had songs in them that people 

wanted to sing. As well as the regular songster, Alberts published 

special issues, such as Alex Hood’s Australian Folk Songs, or the 

Pumpkin Paddy Songster of Australian Legends in Song. While the 

price of the songster rose marginally over the years, it was always 

affordable. Alberts managed to continue publishing the songsters 

during the two world wars, although they were reduced in size due 

to the scarcity of paper. Their popularity never waned, however, 

with the public more eager than ever to be distracted from the 

doom and gloom of the outside world.

Of course Alberts was not the only publishing house producing 

songsters. The Imperial Songster, Chappell-Sterling Songster and 

Allans Popular Songster were some of the many that competed for 

customers’ attention and money. However, they generally lacked 

the pizzazz of the Boomerang Songster. 

‘The Boomerang Songster became the longest-running of 

all the songsters, and sold a lot more,’ Fahey says. ‘Sing-a-longs 

around the piano were such a major form of entertainment, along 

with the gramophone and early radio, and they all were connected 

to early popular music. Alberts had the rights to all the music that 

was dominant. And it didn’t stop.’

Never one to miss an opportunity, Frank ensured that every 

songster contained at least one full-page advertisement for Alberts’ 

instruments, sheet music or albums. The ads were unapologetically 
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were also portable and, unlike most other instruments, didn’t 

need tuning. 

One of the main reasons the mouth organ became so popular 

was its compact size. Playing it provided comfort and entertainment 

around the campfi re for lonely stockmen and drovers in the bush; 

and it was also one of the instruments of choice in the cities, used 

in music halls or to entertain friends at home. Mouth organs would 

later be considered an essential item in the kits of the World War I 

diggers, who would make sure to pack a ‘tin sandwich’ as they were 

known. ‘I defi nitely see the Boomerang harmonica in the backpack 

of Bluey and Curly in the trenches playing “Lili Marlene”,’ Fahey 

says. Best of all, it was easy to play – a point Frank drove home 

in his advertisements in publications such as the Bulletin. The ads 

included statements such as: ‘Now anyone can play a Boomerang 

mouth organ. Thousands of people of all ages and in all walks of 

life are now playing Boomerang mouth organs for entertainment, 

education, inspiration and profi t, thanks to this new instruction 

book. Boomerang mouth organ players are enjoying the popularity 

that comes to those who can provide enjoyable music – a solo, 

accompaniment for a song, or latest dance music’; and ‘There is no 

need for a brass band to ascertain that the Boomerang mouth organs 

are the most up-to-date instrument, being sweeter, louder and head-

and-shoulders above those cracked-up instruments imported.’

Like many of the music houses, Alberts also sold mouth organ 

sheet music and tutors that were simple to follow. Alberts did have 

its detractors, who criticised the business’s shameless celebration 

and promotion of mediocrity. But the sales fi gures told their 

own story. ‘Frank probably changed the whole scene of popular 

instruments for the working man,’ says mouth organ historian Ray 

Grieve. ‘Everybody could afford one.’

Frank progressively trademarked a wide range of other 

Australian and New Zealand words and symbols along with 

Minna, as she was known, was born in Petersham, Sydney on 

24 October 1873, the daughter of Charles Albert Buttel and his 

wife, Julia Annie. The Pitt Street address was the site of Charles 

Buttel’s butcher shop. Frank and Minna were married on 25 March 

1896, the day before Frank’s twenty-second birthday, at St Andrew’s 

Cathedral in Sydney. Minna wore a long, elegant white gown with a 

lace overlay and huge, billowing sleeves over full-length white gloves. 

A spray of fresh fl owers adorned her neck, matching a cap of fl owers 

on her head, to which her veil was attached. Frank wore a morning 

suit with a white cravat, gloves, and a matching buttonhole. The 

cake was a grand affair of fi ve tiers, each delicately detailed with 

piped icing, and a bunch of fresh fl owers perched on top.

From that day, Frank and Minna were never far from each 

other’s side. In 1936 they celebrated their fortieth anniversary with 

a lavish dinner party at their home in Elizabeth Bay. The event 

was covered extensively in the press. According to the Sunday Sun 

and Guardian, Frank made a speech at the dinner during which he 

‘placed his arm round his wife’s shoulder and held her hand, and in 

this manner told with a good deal of feeling of the joys and sorrows 

they had shared’. Frank and Minna remained happily married for 

the next thirteen years, until Minna’s death in 1949.

In addition to the songster, Alberts had another early and ongoing 

success that was inextricably linked to the boomerang. Like other 

music retailers, Alberts sold musical instruments, but there was 

one instrument the business marketed so successfully that the 

family name is still associated with it more than a century later. 

That instrument was the mouth organ, or harmonica, and Frank 

was quick to brand it with the Boomerang symbol too. Like the 

Boomerang Songster, Boomerang mouth organs were cheap; they 
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One of Frank’s marketing ideas was to sponsor mouth-organ 

competitions and arrange for competitors to use the Boomerang 

brand. In 1899, the same year as mouth organs were described as 

Sydney’s most popular sport, a competition was held at the Golden 

Gate Athletic Club in Sydney’s George Street between two previously 

unknown competitors, A Emmett and Walter Omond. The latter, 

a small-time vaudeville artist who hailed from south of the border, 

won. He was playing a Boomerang. Frank climbed in the ring to be 

photographed with the winner. Within the week an advertisement 

appeared promoting the Boomerang range, which was reportedly 

available worldwide, proclaiming: ‘’Tis on one of these high class 

Boomerangs that Walter Omond won the Australian Championship, 

the gold medal and a purse of sovereigns, on May 6th, 1899, at the 

Golden Gate Club, before the referees and an audience of 2000.’ 

The ad stayed in circulation for another decade. 

Both Alberts and Allans quickly tapped into the idea of celebrity 

endorsement of their mouth organs. Unfortunately in one case the 

same mouth organ champion, Walter Omond, lent his name to 

both instruments, endorsing Allans Crackajack in 1904 only a 

couple of years after he had pledged his support for the Boomerang. 

This didn’t sit well with Frank, and it wasn’t long before Omond 

withdrew his commitment to Allans (who turned instead to English 

vaudeville artist Will Van Allen) and reiterated his preference for 

the Alberts’ Boomerang.

Dear Sirs, [Omond wrote in a widely published letter] as far 

back as May 6, 1899, I won the Australasian championship, 

a gold medal and a purse of sovereigns with your Boomerang 

Professional mouth organ in a contest at the Golden Gate Club. 

Since then, circumstances compelled me to play other brands, but 

I eventually came to the conclusion (after an additional eight years 

theatrical work) that there is no mouth organ in the world equal 

the boomerang, and used them to name various mouth organs – 

including the Woollooomooloo Warbler, Kangaroo Charmer, King 

Billy, Possum, Golden Wattle and Moa. In total Alberts sold about 

forty different models, but it was the Boomerang mouth organ that 

really took off. ‘The Albert mouth organs were hugely popular 

almost from the beginning,’ Grieve writes in his book A Band in a 

Waistcoat Pocket (a nickname for the mouth organ coined by an 

Alberts’ representative). ‘At the end of November 1897, J. Albert & 

Son stated that they had sold 3690 dozen or 44,280 mouth organs in 

the previous 55 weeks.’ Other music houses also sold mouth organs, 

importing brands such as Doerfel, Hohner, Alhambra, Golden 

Lark and Böhm. Allans put out their Crackajack in 1902 as direct 

competition to the Boomerang series, while Sydney’s Jackson & 

McDonald sold the Cobber from 1912–20, but neither undermined 

Alberts’ early dominance of the market, which continued unabated 

for more than three decades. Frank’s skill was to give the mouth 

organ a fresh, Australian image, where previously the instrument 

had been thought of as German.

Alberts imported most of its mouth organs from C A Seydel & 

Sons (CAS) in Germany, a company that had been in the business 

since the 1860s, selling mouth organs with American names such 

as Prairie Queen. Matthius Hohner, who made the rival Hohner 

brand, perfected the all-important metal plate to cover the reeds 

and make the instrument easier to handle while playing it. Some 

of these covers were quite sophisticated, made of tortoiseshell or 

silver or gold plate, and the design was quickly copied by other 

manufacturers. The plate also provided a canvas for wholesalers 

to decorate and label, and Alberts’ Boomerang mouth organs 

were very clearly engraved and embellished. Frank would send the 

template and orders by ship to Seydel, and the two men became 

close friends through their many years of business together. 
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The success of the Boomerang mouth organ, the Boomerang 

Songster and sales of sheet music put Alberts in the perfect position 

to capitalise on the phenomenon that was to overtake the western 

world at the beginning of the twentieth century: the music of Tin 

Pan Alley.

in quality of sound, accuracy in intonation, carrying power and 

easy embouchure to the Boomerang mouth organ. You will be 

pleased to learn that I have now decided to play all future public 

concerts and private entertainments on no other instrument but 

the Professional Boomerang.

As Ray Grieve highlights, there are a number of inaccuracies in 

this letter, not least of this the fact that the Professional Boomerang 

wasn’t introduced until 1902, not 1899, but the point was made.

Children were encouraged to play the mouth organ, and 

Alberts sponsored many school bands. Frank also organised, 

heavily promoted and even offered prize money for mouth organ 

competitions in towns around Australia, publishing the results in 

the Boomerang Songster. He encouraged everybody to pick up a 

mouth organ and have a go, no matter what level of musical talent 

they had. He quickly realised competitions were the perfect vehicle 

to promote and sell not only Boomerang mouth organs but sheet 

music as well. 

Mouth organ bands became the big thing in the 1930s – the 

height of the Boomerang mouth organ’s popularity – and band 

championships and competitions were well attended by men, 

women, even children.

Although the mouth organ had been dismissed by the music 

establishment as a simple, trivial instrument for novices; it gained 

worldwide popularity in the 1930s thanks to American-born 

virtuoso Larry Adler. Adler toured Australia frequently from 1938, 

and became friendly with Frank and his son Alexis, which wasn’t 

particularly surprising given Alberts’ reputation as the country’s 

major distributor of mouth organs. Adler was always happy to 

visit the King Street store during a break in his concert schedule, 

and he would often drop in to see Alexis and his family at home 

in Vaucluse.
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Jacques and his family were not the only ones who had left 

Russia in the late nineteenth century in search of a brighter 

future. Hundreds of thousands of Russian Jews fl ed the 

pogroms, their sights set on the new world – the United States of 

America – and they took their rich Yiddish tradition of theatre and 

music with them. They entered the US through New York, and 

many stayed there, living alongside other immigrant communities 

including Irish, Italian and African-Americans. This cultural 

melting pot inspired fresh ideas and tunes that created a sound 

that revolutionised western music. 

Among these Russian immigrants were Israel Berlin, who 

had come to the US with his family in 1892 aged four, and Jacob 

The 
business
with the 
beats 

C H A P T E R  T W O

Gershowitz, whose parents arrived from Russia not long before he 

was born in 1898. Although born a decade apart, Irving Berlin and 

George Gershwin, as they are better known, went on to become two 

of the most infl uential fi gures in the history of American popular 

music. Jacques would later become closely linked with Berlin and 

many of his contemporaries, who were the creative geniuses behind 

the golden age of American popular song that would be sold to the 

world by the music publishers of Tin Pan Alley.

Legend has it that composer–lyricist and journalist Monroe 

H Rosenfeld named Tin Pan Alley after visiting his friend Harry 

Von Tilzer in 1903 to research a series of articles for the New 

York Herald on the new popular music business. Von Tilzer – 

also an accomplished composer and music publisher – had set 

himself up in a Manhattan neighbourhood alongside a number of 

fellow publishers, composers and singers who gathered in various 

refurbished brownstones on West 28th Street near Sixth Avenue to 

hammer away relentlessly on their pianos in the hope they would 

catch a publisher’s ear. As Rosenfeld left, he turned to Von Tilzer 

and commented that the competing noise sounded like a lot of tin 

pans clanging together. From then on he referred in his articles 

to Tin Pan Alley, and the phrase stuck as the generic term for the 

area where publishers of popular sheet music gathered. From 1931 

the alley found a permanent home in the Brill Building at 1619 

Broadway; named after Morris Brill, a clothing salesman with a 

showroom on the ground fl oor, it housed all the big names in the 

music publishing business and was a hive of hit-making activity – 

hence its nickname, ‘House of Hits’.

Tin Pan Alley publishers controlled popular music for more 

than fi ve decades, until the arrival in the 1950s of rock’n’roll and 

artists such as Elvis Presley, Little Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis, Chuck 

Berry and Buddy Holly. A second wave of rock artists, led by The 

Beatles and Bob Dylan, changed the music scene irrevocably in 
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Other styles popular at the time included marches, comic songs 

and coon songs, which were minstrel songs with racist lyrics. The 

great composers of that golden age included Berlin, Gershwin, 

Jerome Kern, Cole Porter, Richard Rodgers, Lorenz Hart and 

Harold Arlen.

Australia was no stranger to American popular culture. 

Although some American and British publishers exported their 

music direct to Australia, local music houses recognised the gold-

mine in acquiring the rights to publish the Tin Pan Alley tunes 

themselves. Jacques and Frank were characteristically quick to see 

the potential; and the introduction of the International Copyright 

Act of 1891 meant American publishers now welcomed offers from 

businesses such as Alberts to sub-publish their work in Australia. 

Determined to become a serious player in this competitive market, 

Jacques (despite his aversion to ships) set sail for America in 1901 

with the intention of securing the rights to as many catalogues of 

American hit songs as he could, using money from the sales of 

Boomerang Songsters and mouth organs to buy publishing rights 

to international sheet music. 

Jacques was accompanied on that fi rst US trip by his new wife, 

Annie Maria Hare, a Ryde-born widow whom he’d married on 

26 June 1901. As with his maiden voyage to Australia, the sea 

journey to the US must have been exciting yet daunting for Jacques, 

departing for a country he didn’t know and with little idea of what 

would greet him when he got there. Remarkably, in no time at all he 

managed not only to track down the big Tin Pan Alley publishers 

but also to secure the Australian and New Zealand rights to their 

hit tunes. No doubt his fi rm grasp of the Russian language, his 

European background and probable Jewish connections in the 

Ukraine would have been a huge advantage in securing meetings 

and gaining the trust of the publishers. Jacques may also have 

the 1960s, taking pride in writing their own songs rather than 

performing those composed by someone else.

The origins of modern American popular song go back to the 

late 1880s, when sheet music publishers hired travelling salesmen 

to take crates of music to the various towns and cities they visited. 

Many of these salesmen – or song pluggers – ultimately decided they 

could make more money by writing and selling their own material. 

These salesmen–composers–publishers included Will Rossiter in 

Chicago, Jerome Remick in Detroit, the Witmarks, Joseph Stern, 

Maurice Shapiro, Leo Feist and Von Tilzer in New York City and 

Charles K Harris in Milwaukee. In fact, Harris’s ‘After the Ball’, 

written in 1892, went on to sell 5 million copies, making it the 

fi rst multimillion-selling hit. Such songs were never intended to 

be sophisticated; they were aimed squarely at the average piano 

player, the average singer, with the mark of a hit measured in the 

sales of sheet music. 

Despite the fact that many of the songwriters and publishers 

were Russian-Jewish immigrants, most of them rejected their Jewish 

backgrounds and began composing in new styles that refl ected 

their new lives. Gershwin’s parents bought a piano in an attempt to 

‘improve themselves’ and Gershwin went on to become one of the 

few songwriters of the time to be as concerned with classical music 

as he was with popular song (‘Rhapsody in Blue’ is testimony of his 

success). Berlin, on the other hand, called his music ragtime, after 

the style developed by urban African-Americans and in particular 

by ‘the king of ragtime’, Scott Joplin (‘Maple Leaf Rag’), who 

was one of the fi rst to write about his people’s experiences in the 

city. Rather than write in the ragtime style, Berlin wrote about 

ragtime itself, in songs such as ‘Alexander’s Ragtime Band’ and 

‘Everybody’s Doin’ It Now’, his lyrics commenting on the comings 

and goings of everyday life in New York City. 
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or 7 1/2c per copy for more than 500 copies). Another contract, 

signed with British publishers B. Feldman & Co came into effect 

from 1 January 1902.

What is particularly interesting in the correspondence between 

Jacques and the various publishing houses is the frequency with 

which Frank’s name comes up. When Marks is listing the contents 

of a parcel couriered to Jacques at his New York hotel following 

the meeting, he writes: ‘Envelope with clippings, and a few items 

of interest about our pieces, to read over at your leisure and show 

to your son.’ Frank is mentioned again when Marks refers to the 

samples of music paper, asking that Jacques ‘please call to the 

attention of your son’. Jacques was obviously putting in place a 

number of deals that he would hand on to Frank. At fi fty-two, he 

was nearing retirement age but wanted to ensure the business was 

well established for Frank, and that the US publishers were aware 

it was now his son who was running the business.

Jacques made numerous contacts during that fi rst trip, and felt 

it had been so worthwhile that he returned to the US with Annie 

Maria in 1902 to follow up his initial meetings. On this visit he 

signed an unlimited contract with W H Anstead, followed by a fi ve-

year deal with Harry Von Tilzer Music Publishing Company. He 

ventured beyond New York and, travelling by rail and steamship, 

took himself to Chicago, Milwaukee and San Francisco. In 

Milwaukee, he signed a contract with Charles K Harris and, along 

with it, acquired the lucrative rights to Harris’s hit song ‘After The 

Ball’. A letter from Harris, this time addressed to Frank, states: 

No doubt you will be surprised to receive this letter from me, but 

your father and mother called to see me at my Milwaukee offi ce, 

and made arrangements whereby your fi rm will be my Australian 

agents for the next 2 years ... You will fi nd that you have never 

handled a more popular catalogue than the Harris catalogue, 

even if I do say so myself …I entertained Mr and Mrs Alberts [sic] 

carried an introduction from his son-in-law, William Deane. In 

1896, Jacques’s daughter, Pauline, had married twenty-six-year-old 

Albury-born William (Billy) John Deane at Sydney’s St Mary’s 

Cathedral. His family business? Importing sheet music. As it turned 

out, W J Deane & Son, Music Publishers, was at 500 George Street, 

fi fteen doors down from one of Alberts’ fi rst stores.

By December 1901, Jacques had signed contracts with Edward B 

Marks at Joseph W Stern & Co. Marks and Stern, both composers, 

had created one of the most successful publishing houses of the 

time. They published their fi rst collaborative song in 1894, the 

same year they opened their offi ce; ‘The Little Lost Child’ became 

a hit and cemented their reputation as voices to be reckoned with. 

They focused on dance music (the waltz, two-step and later the big 

dance craze, the syncopated cakewalk) and were among the fi rst 

to recognise the skill of black songwriters. They were also the fi rst 

of the New York publishers to predict the popularity of ragtime, 

securing the rights to Tom Turpin’s 1897 St Louis publication 

‘Harlem Rag’. Marks also created illustrated song slides that were 

used in vaudeville houses to fl ash up song lyrics and illustrations on 

a white screen during intermission – another method of popularising 

a song. The slides were also used in nickelodeons and became an 

important tool for song pluggers. Joseph W Stern & Co became the 

most serious competitor to the alley’s most successful publishing 

fi rm, Witmark, with whom Alberts also signed a contract some 

years later.

Jacques arranged a meeting with Ted Marks and signed a con-

tract giving Alberts the right to sub-publish Stern’s copyright in 

Australia. That relationship continues to this day (the company 

became Edward B Marks Music Corporation in 1920 and is 

today owned by Carlin Music). The two-year contract, signed on 

12 December 1901, outlines the prices on song and musical pub-

lications and novelties (10c for twelve months on 50c publications 
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In a diary note alongside the Bloom deal, Jacques writes: ‘Try 

to get rebate on royalties paid to Allan.’ There is no doubt this was 

a competitive business and Jacques was a determined player.

Jacques wasn’t quite fi nished, and before he and Annie Maria 

sailed for home in October – via Honolulu for a well-earned rest – 

he secured an unlimited contract with Willis Woodward & Co (the 

leading song publisher of the 1880s), as well as Howard A Hill and 

Lee Johnson Music Publishing. The 1902 deals yielded songs such 

as ‘The Mansion Of Aching Hearts’, ‘The Banquet Of Misery Hall’ 

and ‘She’s A Singer But A Lady Just The Same’.

From the beginning, it was an Alberts’ policy to conduct business 

face to face. The benefi ts of this were undeniable, not only in the 

deals secured but the personal friendships that developed. It was 

a tradition that would be continued, even when communication 

became instantaneous and physical travel was no longer necessary. 

The trips were well worth the effort, as an exasperated letter from 

Jacques to Frank in 1912 reveals, written after an extended meeting 

in New York with the publisher and ‘new march king’ E T Paull, 

whose music Alberts had published since 1894:

Dearest Cooney [Jacques’s nickname for Frank], To tell you my 

2 ½ days agony with Paull – what good will it do? To tell you what 

I achieved – well, what I did not or could not express in a cable or 

the contract itself – should it be ready by tomorrow night – would 

not be of much value to you to know it. But had you seen him, 

Paull in his stubbornness; had you seen me sitting quiet (+ true!) 

watching him apoplectically arguing, dropping into indignation, 

proving to himself that we robbed him for $55,000 and me – at 

times – agreeing with him and, virtually helping him to his claims, 

laughing to every wit of his but, above all, to sympathise with him. 

You would have said that your Daddy is worth a dozen daddies 

you ever had up till now ... he fought every letter, every character 

of each individual word. 

to the best of my ability, and hope someday to have the pleasure 

of taking a trip to Australia myself, to look the country over. 

Trusting that our business relations will be congenial, and that 

the Harris publications will now receive the proper representation 

in Australia.

Harris had previously dealt with Collins of Melbourne, a 

company that obviously provided good business:

He ordered nearly every week or two [Harris says of Mr Collin in 

a later letter to Jacques and Frank]. As I told you at the time, he 

was a very good customer of mine and pushed my songs to the best 

of his ability in Australia, and I trust you will do the same ... I have 

written to [Mr Collin] that you are now my recognised agents, 

and all orders must be sent to you. I wouldn’t like to lose him 

as a customer, as he has been very honorable with me, and my 

house. However, that is now past and done for, and as long as our 

contract is in vogue, I shall live up to it to the letter.

In Chicago, Jacques secured the rights to publish songwriter 

and publisher Sol Bloom’s catalogue. 

Dear Mr Albert [writes William H Penn in October 1902 on 

behalf of Bloom, again addressing Frank direct], your father was 

in and paid Mr Bloom and myself a very pleasant business visit 

and we arranged to have him represent our fi rm in Australia, 

which I feel quite confi dent will be of benefi t to us. Your father 

gave us an introductory order for our most popular publications, 

which we are sending by mail as directed by him and the balance 

is coming by freight … I am very much pleased to hear that my 

phenomenal success ‘The Honeysuckle and the Bee’ is quite the 

rage in Australia. Now I am sending you in the order given us by 

your father some of my new and catchy compositions, which if 

you will do me the favor to take a personal interest in, I shall feel 

greatly favored.
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respected. In 1960, US attorney John Clark joined the fi rm that 

had been looking after Alberts’ US interests since the fi rst half of 

the twentieth century, Abeles Bernstein. He remained with the 

company until the beginning of the twenty-fi rst century, working 

for Frank’s second son, Alexis, and his grandson Ted. ‘Alberts was 

always held out as the [epitome] of music publishing in Australia 

– the most effective, most respected and probably the best-known 

Australian publishing company in the US, with a reputation for 

integrity that was unimpeachable,’ Clark says. ‘There’s no question 

their reputation was sterling.’

One of Sydney’s hot spots in the 1890s was Quong Tart’s Tea House 

on King Street, one of a number of tearooms operated by Tart, a 

Chinese immigrant turned successful merchant, philanthropist and 

human rights campaigner. The tearooms were fashionable gathering 

places for Sydney society and, in particular, Sydney’s suffragettes. 

Tart’s headquarters were at 137 King Street, and as popular for the 

tea and grill rooms on the ground fl oor as for the reading room on 

the fi rst. Frank had visited the tearooms often and decided they 

would make the perfect premises for Alberts’ new music store. In 

1901 he purchased the three-storey building from Tart. Although 

it was a location Sydneysiders already knew, they were about to 

become even more closely acquainted with the expanded address, for 

Frank also purchased the adjacent land. Alberts’ Music Warehouse 

(later named Boomerang House) at 137–139 King Street would be 

a vibrant and popular city hub for the next eighty-three years. It 

was a canny move by Frank to take an already well-known venue 

and transform it into a Sydney landmark. 

At the turn of the century, Alberts sold a comprehensive range 

of music and related products. A copy of the sheet music for ‘My 

At the conclusion of the letter Jacques wrote: ‘Remember, 

Cooney, letters would have been useless, absolutely.’ Of course it 

wasn’t like an Albert to be beaten, as Jacques goes on to say. ‘I won 

every time. Love to you and lots of it too.’

Those early contracts were an astounding achievement by 

Jacques. The aggressive deals he made were just the beginning 

of what would become a rapidly expanding and successful new 

direction for Alberts. The business was now beginning to be 

recognised locally and internationally as a music publisher of 

substance. Over time Alberts would go into business in the US and 

UK with publishers including Berlin, Shapiro Bernstein, Remick, 

Santly-Joy, Robbins Feist and Miller, and Boosey & Hawkes – 

the most important and infl uential music publishers of their time. 

To this day, J Albert & Son retains the local copyright to a vast 

catalogue of about 15,000 local and international songs, from 

Berlin’s ‘Blue Skies’, Rodgers and Hart’s ‘Blue Moon’ and Arlen’s 

‘Over The Rainbow’ to the Beach Boys’ ‘Good Vibrations’. 

‘Jacques was a man of vision,’ says Brian Byrne, who joined 

Alberts in 1970 as fi nancial controller and company secretary, and 

remained as group chief executive until 2000. ‘For somebody to 

get on a boat and rip over to the States and write contracts for 

the sub-publishing rights at a time when there was only, as far as 

I am aware, one other company in Australia that had anything like 

that going for it (and that was Allans in Melbourne). I think he 

probably saw what was going on and thought there was a bob or 

two to be made and went off and got it.’

Of course Alberts weren’t the only publishers securing American 

copyright. As Byrne says, Allans was a highly respected competitor, 

as were Chappells, E W Cole and Dinsdales in Melbourne. In 

Sydney, fellow publishers of popular music included Palings, 

W J Deane & Son, Joe Slater Publishing and Anglo-American 

Music Publishing. But Alberts was highly competitive, and highly 
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ever published’. The company was also doing a brisk trade in tutors, 

songsters and the Alberts’ vamping card – simple instructions for 

chord progressions or accompaniments for people who couldn’t 

read music. For £2 a year orchestras could join the Albert Orchestra 

Club. Members were posted each new orchestration as it was 

published by Alberts; while ‘new issue’ customers were sent new 

copies of sheet music as soon as they were issued.

In 1903 Alberts began publishing the American Annual, 

containing the latest American songs, as well as separate catalogues 

of waltzes, marches, comic songs, popular dance music, semi-sacred 

and descriptive songs. As John Clark points out: ‘Sheet music was 

very important, the soul of the business. Everyone entering the 

bourgeois class desired a piano, people played banjos, ukuleles 

were popular, as were harmonicas, and of course choral groups 

were also purchasers of great quantities of printed matter.’ Jacques 

and Frank had a knack for picking hits. Australia Through Time 

notes that between 1905 and 1916 Alberts published the hit song 

of the year in all but three years.

It is easy to forget that despite the number of serious investment 

and business decisions Frank was making, he was still only in his 

late twenties. When he turned twenty-nine he took his fi rst business 

trip abroad, in the spring of 1903, by ocean liner to America. 

Minna and their four-year-old son, Otto, accompanied him. 

Minna would join Frank on all his trips, fulfi lling an important 

role by socialising with publishers and their wives, many of whom 

became lifelong friends. This tradition would be followed by future 

generations, particularly by Alexis and his wife, Elsa, and their son 

Ted and his wife, Antoinette (known as Popsy). 

Frank and Minna became particularly close to Louis Bernstein 

and his wife. It is no surprise therefore that the Shapiro, Bernstein 

& Co Inc catalogue was one of Alberts’ most enduring assets (from 

1910 to 2005) and one of the most profi table, Bernstein being one 

Girl’, published by Alberts in 1898, advertises mandolins, banjos, 

cornets, autoharps, pianos, handle-driven organettes, Edison 

phonographs and talk-o-phones – ‘the new talking machine’ that 

came in styles known as Herbert, Brooke and Sousa and retailed 

for £4 to £10. An Alberts’ catalogue from 1905 proclaims: ‘We 

are most reasonable in prices, we pay attention to our customers, 

while our goods are the best, soberest and up to date.’ It also calls 

for salesmen: ‘We want cash agents in every town.’ The Currency 

Companion to Music and Dance in Australia notes that by 1909 

Alberts’ range of instruments included ukuleles, Otto guitar-

zithers, concertinas, clarionettes and fl utes, bagpipes, a range of tin 

whistles known as the Boomerang fl ute and ‘the famous Boomerang 

brand accordeons’.

For the fi rst half of the twentieth century Alberts was regarded 

as the leading Australian publisher of popular sheet music and 

instruction manuals for the popular instruments of the day. The 

business carried 3000 violins – its speciality —imported from 

France, Italy, England, Russia, Germany and the US. Prices 

started at 7s 6d, with a special reduction for trade, teachers and 

schools. The store also supplied strings and repaired instruments. 

Alberts also sold a collection of automatons and novelties, such 

as the Electric Room Cooler; Dr Gibbs’s Electric Massage Rollers 

(advertised as ‘a remarkable adjunct to beauty’) and a folding hot 

air and vapour bath cabinet that, Alberts claimed, was ‘Nature’s 

own health producer, preserver and beautifi er [that] prolongs life, 

saves medicine and doctors’ bills’. Sheet music and music books 

were sold from the ground fl oor of the King Street building. A 1912 

photograph shows Frank standing with his back to the window in 

the sheet music department on the ground fl oor, a large wooden 

table covered with stacks of sheet music before him and an upright 

catalogue of sheet music to his left. Alberts advertised their music as 

‘the liveliest, brightest, catchiest, ticklish, side-splitting and sweetest 
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suggesting to me what to dictate to Coon [Frank],’ writes Marks. 

‘History is repeating itself, as an Albert is again suggesting to 

Ted, only in this instance it is Coon writing to OD [Jacques] but 

otherwise it seems the same, as he certainly is a “chip off the old 

block”.’ Marks goes on to assure Jacques that the family arrived 

safely from Sydney, and were staying for a week or more with Ted 

and his family at the beach: 

The enclosed photos will show you how they spent a part of the 

time since their arrival …Frank and Minnie made the best of 

their opportunity at the seashore, by taking a dip, and when I 

tell you that they enjoyed it fully as much as you did, it will be 

saying enough. The children, Phyllis [Ted’s daughter] and Otto 

also enjoyed their sea-bath, while Herbert as usual amused himself 

playing in the sand. Phyllis and Otto, by the way, became fast 

friends right from the start … in fact they were inseparable and 

really ‘chummy’ every minute of the time they spent together. 

Otto’s grace after meals with the accompanying squint of the eyes 

broke us all up, and Miriam declared that she had never heard or 

seen anything sweeter in a child. His singing of ‘Bamboo Tree’ and 

‘Strike Up the Band’ and other popular tunes was also a revelation 

and a treat for us all; in fact Phyllis and he engaged in private 

theatricals every evening during the stay.

Marks goes on to say that Frank had been to see a number 

of shows on Broadway, pointing out that ‘two Stern songs by 

Cole & Johnson, “The Maid of Timbuctoo” and “The Flowers of 

Dixieland”, sung by the star of the show Miss Lillian Russell were 

the big hits of the evening and practically the only songs spoken of 

by the newspaper. Other shows included The Darling of the Gods 

in Belasco’s Theatre and Nancy Brown.’

It is not until well into the second page of the letter that Marks 

turns to business matters, and when he does, he gives a telling 

insight into just how tough Frank was as a businessman:

of Tin Pan Alley’s leading publishers. ‘They were clever enough to 

advance the personal relationship, which served to enhance and 

solidify the [business] relationship,’ John Clark says. ‘It was all about 

relationships, contacts, people you knew. People who were looking 

to do something for you and then you’d do something for them.’

Frank’s fi rst trip was successful. He made many new contacts, 

and followed up and secured a number of deals through Jacques’s 

leads, no doubt relying on his father’s diary and address book which 

meticulously lists all the main publishers’ names and addresses 

in alphabetical order, including details of publishing deals. The 

diary also contains tips such as, ‘You can get a trunk (second 

hand) at Schwartz, 4th Avenue, ask for McNally and say you are 

a professional’ – a helpful hint for someone needing to transport 

reams of sheet music back to Australia.

During September 1903, Frank signed a fi ve-year contract 

with New York-based American Advance Music Company (a sales 

agency that sold sheet music) and rights to discount copies for sale 

in Australia and New Zealand; and a two-year contract with F A 

Mills Music. Frederick Allen Mills was a composer–publisher with 

a particular affi nity for cakewalks and was partly responsible for 

popularising the dance craze. One of the biggest hits published by 

F A Mills (and subsequently Alberts) was the Gilbert and Muir 

Dixie song ‘Waiting For The Robert E Lee’. It sold more than 

2 million copies in the US, and became popular in Australia – where 

it was the hit song of the year in 1912 – through the Williamson 

musical Puss In Boots. In October, Frank signed off on deals with 

New York’s Continental Music Company and Armstrong Music 

Publishing; and Chicago-based Windsor Music Co.

Frank and his family also found time for some relaxing and 

socialising. A letter from Ted Marks of J W Stern & Co to Jacques 

on 3 October gives a colourful snapshot of his time with the Alberts 

in New York. ‘It is just about a year ago since you sat in our offi ce, 
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trust and hope that by this time, she has regained all her strength 

and usual good spirits.’ But Jacques was to once again have his wife 

snatched away by illness. Annie Maria never did recover, and that 

same year she died from tuberculosis. The couple had had a mere 

two years together.

In 1906, Frank and Minna went overseas again, this time with 

Otto and their second son, Alexis François, born on 15 October 

1904. The trip was a far cry from Frank’s fi rst sea voyage in steerage 

to Australia; a copy of the ticket shows the family, including a 

maid, embarked on the voyage to the US in First Saloon on 7 July 

by the Oceanic Steamship Company on an around-the-world ticket 

via Auckland, Samoa, Honolulu, San Francisco, London and the 

Continent. This was another lucrative business trip, yielding many 

new deals and the renewal of established agreements. Over the 

years, the deals made in those fi rst trips were frequently personally 

revisited and renewed by Frank or Jacques, later Alexis, and then 

by his son Ted.

Although Jacques had effectively handed control of the business to 

Frank in 1896, it was by no means so he could settle into a quiet 

retirement. Jacques had another great passion in life: writing; and 

after stepping back from the day-to-day operations of J Albert & 

Son, he began work on the twelve books he would publish during 

the ensuing decade, known as Albert’s Work and Pleasure series. 

The books, published by Ellisdon & Co in Sydney, cover subjects as 

diverse as how to succeed in business, health, neophyte-vegetarian 

cooking, and pursuing specialist trades such as photo enlargement 

or manufacturing white soap or rubber stamps. The books give an 

insight into Jacques’s personality and a clear picture of how and why 

the business was run the way it was. In On Business, for example, 

When you left here, we surely thought that every concession we 

could possibly allow was already yours, and you will remember 

that we distinctly stated to you, that we did not see anything else 

that we could do for Coon, when he came … Still he has managed, 

by his persevering manner, to secure arrangements on our pieces, 

which will no doubt slightly improve your position, as regards 

handling them.

He outlines the new business arrangements, which practically 

gave Alberts carte blanche to republish material, reiterating J W 

Stern’s intention to assist Alberts in retaining the majority of 

their copyright:

Frank is under the impression that a shipment of goods, which 

recently went from Peabody & Co, was intended for some 

Australian house. As far as we know, Peabody has sent us many 

orders from different parts of the world, but to make sure that in 

future nothing goes to Australia through them that will give any 

fi rm a chance to compete with you, we have informed them that 

their very best rate after this dates will be 1/2 and 40% off, which 

is equivalent to 15c for 50c pieces and 18c for 60c pieces. The 

enclosed letter from Harris & Co and a copy of our reply speaks 

for itself. This antagonism of the trade is the very thing we are 

striving to guard against, and we hope to see them all satisfi ed and 

in line before long. 

It was a highly competitive era, with many representatives from 

Australian music publishing companies vying for the business, as 

Marks points out: ‘As we mentioned in our last letter, Tate was 

representing Allan, and tried hard to convince us that they are the 

big fi sh in Australia, and that no one else is in it. He left without 

getting any satisfaction.’

Before signing off, Marks brings up the health of Sandy 

[Jacques’s wife, Annie Maria]: ‘We all here regretted very much to 

learn that Sandy was so seriously ill before Frank left and we all 
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always had a very light lunch consisting of his ‘chi’, or tea, and 

either dried apricots or prunes.

Frank wasn’t the only one to inherit Jacques’s strict dietary 

beliefs; Jacques also passed them on to his son Adrien, Frank’s 

half-brother. Jacques married for a third and fi nal time when he 

was fi fty-four, to Victorian-born Mary Eliza Blanche Allan, the 

daughter of coachbuilder John Fisher Allan and his wife, Elizabeth. 

The couple married at St James’s Church in King Street, Sydney 

(as would Alexis and later Robert) on 10 February 1904. They 

had one son, Adrien Albert, who was born on 19 November 1907. 

Adrien would go on to become one of the world’s pre-eminent 

medical scientists.

It was not a happy marriage, and the couple divorced in 1911. 

It was very diffi cult for Jacques to be separated from his young son 

whom he adored. Father and son wrote to each other often, and 

Adrien later recalled the close friendship they shared in the brief 

time they knew each other. In a conversation with his nephew, 

Pauline’s son-in-law historian and broadcaster Phillip Geeves, 

Adrien gave what is probably the best description and insight into 

Jacques and his idiosyncratic, inquisitive ways:

After my parents separated, Dad would send a cab for me twice a 

week so that we could spend an afternoon together at Rossmoyne 

in Double Bay. There, Father had assembled many pieces of 

apparatus for wireless telegraphy, such as coherer, earphones and 

a Morse transmitter. He told me that one day these things would 

change the daily life of everyone in the world … Dad had a drawer 

full of chocolate bars, but each child, including his grandchildren, 

had a strict ration of one small chocolate. His housekeeper served 

good meals, entirely vegetarian. Sometimes he would take me for 

long walks and he set great importance on my correct behaviour 

in public: impulsive meanderings to right or left on the footpath, 

to see a fl ower or a cat, brought sharp correction. He had a fi ery 

he advises on appropriate business behaviour: ‘I personally believe 

that no one in particular needs any periodical vacations, since 

he gets all the regular rest due to him at night and in playtime 

between work and sleep. Edison, Carnegie and Rockefeller never 

advise having a holiday.’

Reading his theories gives you an idea of what drove him to make 

particular decisions, such as aggressively seeking out the rights to 

publish sheet music for as many territories as possible. He writes: 

‘Competition, either local, inland, or international, spells progress. 

The catechism of business is (1) to legitimately acquire products in 

the cheapest market possible, (2) to dispose of same in the dearest 

market possible, and (3) to dispose of as much as possible.’

Jacques’s preoccupation with everything from advertising to 

staff conduct at the counter can be seen in the day-to-day running 

of J Albert & Son. During the 1930s, Alberts earned a reputation 

for its eye-catching store windows, and Frank would hold 

competitions for the most original display in music stores selling 

Boomerang mouth organs or Alberts’ sheet music. In On Business, 

Jacques dedicates an entire chapter to The Window: ‘The dressing 

of a window is an art of individual taste. It is very much like a 

woman’s dressing, which has no particular rule, colour, or limit. It 

demands frequent change, and it must be attractive, to say nothing 

about being neat and clean.’

Jacques also held uncompromising opinions about diet and 

health. He published a total of nine books on the subject: Rational 

Health, the Art of Living Longest; Rational Bakery; Rational 

Cookery; Rational Foods; Rational Nutritives; Rational Diets; 

Rational Beverages; Rational Preserves and Rational Monodiets. 

He himself followed a neo-veg diet, one that excluded ‘fl esh, fi sh, 

fowl, tea, coffee, cocoa, distilled and fermented drinks and cordials, 

pulses, asparagus, mushrooms and egg yolks’, among other things. 

Frank was certainly a follower of Jacques’s rigid dietary habits and 
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of Australia. Adrien died in Canberra on 29 December 1989, aged 

eighty-two, from complications resulting from a long-standing 

resistant staphylococcus infection. 

Alberts wasn’t entirely about music; the store also sold novelties 

from early on, and later added a large selection of magic tricks. 

Alberts’ Catalogue of Magic advertised ‘the latest marvellous 

amusing tricks, ingenious conjuring wonders, puzzles, novelties, 

surprises and parlour magic for stage, drawing room and outdoor 

entertainments’. 

Frank was fascinated by legerdemain, the art of illusion and 

visual trickery, and in 1907 he was a founding member of the 

Australian Society of Magicians, the fourth-oldest magic society 

in the world. Other founding members included notable magicians 

of the time such as Joynton Smith, Charles Bertram and Frederick 

Harcourt. The fi rst club room was upstairs in Joynton Smith’s 

Imperial Arcade between Pitt and Castlereagh Streets in the city. 

News of the new society was reported in the great American 

illusionist and escape artist Harry Houdini’s Conjurors’ Magic 

Monthly: ‘A practical effort for the promotion of harmony and 

concord among magicians and the elevation of the wizard’s art 

was inaugurated by the formation of the Australian Society of 

Magicians on January 10, 1907 … Since its inception the society 

has had several meetings, business and social, and is steadily 

increasing in membership.’

In January 1909, the society began producing a monthly 

magazine, The Magic Mirror. By this stage the magic department 

of Alberts was well established, advertised as Albert & Son’s 

Magical Palace, and managed by British magician George Stillwell. 

In London’s magic magazine, The Magician, Frederic Cull-Pitt 

temper, but it soon blew over and all was love again. Although 

nearly bald, he was a handsome man and liked to dress well in 

public. At home on weekends he wore rough, informal clothing, 

usually black, shapeless trousers and a navy sweater. He adored 

rowing and Sydney Harbour. 

He got by with very little sleep. He loved to read in bed – only 

serious stuff, Mother told me – but she hated him keeping the light 

on and soon arranged separate bedrooms.

Adrien, who was tall and slim, inherited many of his father’s 

traits, including his inquisitive nature, interest in health, diet and 

travel, and musicianship (he was a skilled pianist). He went to local 

public schools in Randwick and Coogee, before attending the Scots 

College where he excelled in music and science. He studied at the 

University of Sydney, where he majored in chemistry and biology 

and was awarded the university medal in 1932. After graduating, 

he moved to London University’s faculty of medicine. During World 

War II he returned to Australia and became the medical directorate 

of the Australian army’s adviser on medical chemistry, while 

teaching at Sydney University. His focus was studying the physical 

properties of drugs and developing the antiseptic 9-aminoacridine. 

During the 1940s he also devised a way to synthesise anti-malarial 

drugs; and again travelled to London, taking up the position of 

research fellow at the Wellcome Research Institution. In 1956, 

he moved to Canberra where he became foundation professor of 

the Department of Medical Chemistry at the Australian National 

University, where he remained until he retired in 1972.

After retiring, Adrien wrote six books, including Selective 

Toxicity and Xenobiosis (Food, Drugs and Medicines in the 

Human Body), which earned him the Archibald D Ollé Prize from 

the Royal Australian Chemical Institute. In 1985 the institute also 

established a biennial Adrien Albert Lecture in recognition of his 

achievements. Four years later, he was made an offi cer of the Order 
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and more in sailing, and in 1909 he bought the New Zealand yacht 

Rawhiti, sailing it to victory that same year in the Royal Prince 

Alfred Yacht Club championship. Rawhiti soon became a fi xture 

on Sydney Harbour. One story has it that Frank had Rawhiti 

entirely rerigged in 1927 by a leading British yachting company. On 

his fi rst race following the makeover, the boat was hit by another 

yacht and all the rigging, including the mast, came crashing down. 

Frank’s response, on learning that no one had been injured, was 

said to have been, ‘That’s all that matters.’

As well as the yacht clubs, Frank belonged to a number of other 

clubs and organisations, including the Geographical Society of New 

South Wales (which he co-founded) and the Royal Geographical 

Society of London. He was generous when it came to giving time 

and money to charity and educational boards, spending twenty-two 

years as a member of the executive committee of the Australian 

Red Cross Society – a tradition followed for many years by 

Alexis – making substantial donations to St Paul’s College at the 

University of Sydney (used in 1945 to establish a chair of music), 

the Royal Australian Naval College and the Rachel Forster Hospital 

for Women, among others. But it was sailing and the water that 

really captivated Frank; and it was a passion he passed on to both 

his sons. 

In 1913, Otto was one of the fi rst eighteen cadet-midshipmen 

to join the Royal Australian Naval College in Geelong in their 

inaugural intake. Just one year later, however, tragedy struck: 

Otto died from meningitis, aged fourteen, while he was home on 

his fi rst mid-term leave. His death came as a brutal shock, and it 

was Alexis’s belief that Frank never recovered from the loss of his 

fi rst-born son. Over the ensuing forty-fi ve years Frank and Minna 

donated numerous prizes to the Naval College in memory of Otto, 

and continued to attend prize-giving ceremonies to personally 

bestow the various awards named in his honour, including the 

(writing from Sydney) noted that: ‘Stillwell, the gentleman who 

courted fame and honour some years back as the Handkerchief 

King, is here in Sydney, employed by a fi rm of music sellers to 

supervise their magical department.’ 

It is not known for how long Alberts stocked magic tricks, but 

Alfred Hayes has fond memories of them from the late ’40s, as he 

wrote in 1991 in his Geniis Magic Journal: ‘[Alberts] was famous 

for mouth organs and the Boomerang song albums. But, for me as 

a boy, it was their magic section that held my interest.’

One person who clearly remembers Frank’s fascination with 

magic is Alexis’s eldest son, Robert, who recalls Frank would often 

take him to the magic shop Weirdos, between Pitt and Castlereagh 

Streets, which was run by Frank’s good friend Mr Weirdo (no doubt 

Joynton Smith). ‘My greatest thrill often was when Grandfather 

would buy me tricks and teach me how to do them. They were 

fairly simple tricks – magic rings which you could put together and 

take apart, or a box which things disappeared in,’ Robert says. ‘In 

the middle hall room at [Frank and Minna’s home] Boomerang 

there was a cupboard, which was my cupboard. It was a very 

ornate kind of ormolu cupboard, and that’s where I kept all my 

tricks. It was one of the things I used to enjoy doing when I was 

at Boomerang, getting out my tricks and playing with them. They 

were quite simple, really, but fun for me.’

Another of Frank’s great passions was boating. Unlike his 

father, he loved the sea, and he bought a 3-metre motor launch at 

a time when there were only twelve others on Sydney Harbour. He 

was an early member of the Royal Automobile Club of Australia, 

and in 1905 was a founding member and rear commodore of the 

Motor Boat Club (later the Royal Motor Yacht Club), and served 

as its commodore from 1912–1920. He joined the Royal Sydney 

Yacht Squadron in 1920, and was a life member of the Royal Yacht 

Club of Victoria. But his interest in the sea was less in motor boats 
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The incessant, deafening, maddening sound of music, 

sometimes played on fi ve pianos simultaneously, nearly 

ended Gwen Smith’s career with Alberts’ Music Store before 

it began. Day one of her job as a shorthand typist – a November 

Saturday in 1926 – was memorable for all the wrong reasons. The 

diminutive eighteen year old had caught a tram from her home in 

Naremburn on Sydney’s lower north shore to McMahons Point, 

where a ferry took her across Sydney Harbour (the Sydney Harbour 

Bridge wouldn’t open for another fi ve and a half years) to Circular 

Quay, where she caught another tram to Alberts. The King Street 

entrance to Alberts was opposite the popular Searles fl orist and 

housed the retail section, which was to be Smith’s new workplace. 

The 
business
with the 
beats 

C H A P T E R  T H R E E

annual Otto Albert Prize for Seamanship and the Otto Albert 

Challenge Cup.

The same year that Otto died, Frank and Minna suffered yet 

another personal loss with the death of Frank’s beloved father and 

the founder of the family business. On 9 July 1914, as war clouds 

were gathering over his beloved Europe, Jacques developed septic 

peritonitis from a ruptured gastric ulcer. Still working tirelessly 

at sixty-four, he was on a business trip in Queensland aboard the 

steamer Bombala, travelling from Port Alma to Mackay. A wireless 

message was sent from the ship requesting an ambulance to meet 

the vessel, but Jacques was in such distress he was transferred to a 

launch in the Pioneer River. His strict diet, robust health, strength 

and purpose were no match for the infection and he died before 

reaching Mackay. 

His funeral was held in Sydney, at the Waverley Cemetery in 

the eastern suburbs, and attracted a diverse range of people from 

theatre, music and yachting circles. They paid tribute to a man 

whose pioneering, open spirit, curiosity and determination had 

brought music into the lives of countless Australians; and would 

continue to do so for many years through succeeding generations 

of Alberts and the business they continued to build.
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transforming Alberts from a Sydney music store into a national 

entertainment company. He had come a long way in the thirteen 

years since sweeping the footpath outside 118 King Street.

When Smith began at Alberts in 1926 she was initially paid 

£2 a week, which was increased by fi ve shillings once her four-

week trial period had ended. The general typists typed out the 

lyrics for the hit songs featured in the Boomerang Songsters, and 

letters to Alberts’ regular music retailers advising them when new 

publications were coming in. Music shops all over the country 

ordered the songsters by the thousands. Couriers didn’t exist in 

1926, and Alberts had a trade department in the basement run 

by John Kensey, who would spend Mondays visiting shops and 

taking orders. International mail such as contracts and stock 

was sent and received by ship, and the days when a ship docked 

were frenetic at Alberts, as were the days in the lead-up to the 

ship’s departure every three weeks. Smith’s early days preceded 

photocopiers, meaning copying letters was an arduous task. The 

girls used large books made of soft copy paper that they dampened 

with navy blue cloths before copying the letters under stoops and 

physically pressing them down. ‘It was a job,’ Smith recalls, ‘and 

many a time we had to switch the radiator on to dry the letters 

before we could put them in the envelopes, and then the mail girl 

had to rush them down to the ship.’

The organisation ran like clockwork … or else. Smith was to 

arrive at work by 9 am sharp, by which stage Frank and his trusted 

offi ce manager, Clare Fanning, would already have opened the 

store and would be in the mailroom on the ground fl oor reading 

the morning’s mail. ‘Mr Frank Albert was very, very strict,’ Smith 

says. ‘You couldn’t read a book, you couldn’t talk. We weren’t 

supposed to use the phone or receive phone calls. We used to sneak 

up to [the mezzanine fl oor] and make phone calls. And as we went 

in of a morning, we had to say, “Good morning, Mr Albert, good 

It was always bustling with noise and activity: customers would 

look over the mouth organs, jew’s harps and magic fl utes on display 

in glass cabinets, or select sheet music from the dozens of choices 

displayed on racks at the oval-shaped counter in the store’s centre. 

The customer would then take the music to one of the fi ve young 

pianists, or song pluggers, waiting at the counter, who would play 

it for them, reading by sight. The pianos were in rooms along the 

left-hand side of the shop, which was also where the shorthand 

typists sat. 

‘I hated it,’ Smith recalls. ‘I used to be very shy, even though 

I was eighteen. There were pianos playing all around me, people 

in and out, it was noisy.’ She went home that evening and told her 

mother she was never going back. ‘She said, “You will do the right 

thing. You will go back on Monday morning and you will tell them 

that you don’t want the position.” So I went off in tears, and on 

Monday it wasn’t too bad. At the end of the week I was beginning 

to enjoy it. I didn’t hear the pianos after a while.’ 

Her shyness never quite left her though, and one of Alberts’ 

most accomplished pianists, Beth Wright, who became a fast friend, 

would gently tease her about it and nicknamed her ‘Noisy’.

In 1916, Frank had renamed the King Street building 

Boomerang House after overseeing the large-scale expansion of the 

premises from three to eight storeys. He had a special coat of arms 

designed, made up of a series of boomerangs, which was fashioned 

into a sandstone plaque and erected high on the build ing’s façade. 

Boomerang House became the centre of Alberts’ activity for the 

next seventy years, catering for everything from the Albert College 

of Music to a mood library and hire library of musical scores or 

classical and popular orchestral compositions; the professional 

division, which sold new music to popular singers, bands and 

orchestras of the day; and even a printing press to produce the sheet 

music and Boomerang Songsters sold by the retail shop. Frank was 
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fi gure and he was very proud of it. He used to wear the loveliest 

brogue shoes. He was always very, very dapper because he had his 

little goatee beard. I never knew him without a goatee beard. He 

had glasses, but only for reading.’ 

Also like Jacques, Frank had a strong personality and could 

be very idiosyncratic. For instance, he would only ever sign letters 

in green ink; and staff were instructed to type up his private 

letters using only green ribbon. The letterhead on his private 

correspondence was green, and his Christmas and greeting cards 

were always signed in green. Smith can only surmise it was his 

favourite colour. And while most female employees were required 

to wear black, the pair operating the elevators in Boomerang House 

(a man and a woman) were required to wear dark grey uniforms 

with a green trim. Frank also had a peculiar aversion to signing 

important documents on Fridays.

Luckily, Fanning didn’t observe this habit, and was trusted to 

look after things. Frank always preferred female employees. Clare 

Fanning came to Alberts as a teenager straight out of business 

college, where she had completed a course in shorthand. After 

interviewing her, Jacques offered her a job, but when he refused 

to increase his initial offer from 15 shillings a week to 17s 6d, 

she turned and walked out, arguing she would take nothing less. 

Alberts did ultimately employ her, paying her the 17s 6d – Jacques 

obviously recognised a talented business mind when he saw one. 

Fanning stayed with the business until she retired in the 1960s, 

starting out as secretary manager and moving up until she was a 

director of the company. She looked after Alberts during Frank’s 

frequent and lengthy trips abroad, keeping the business running 

smoothly and profi tably – Smith says the tone of the offi ce didn’t 

alter in Frank’s absence ‘because Miss Fanning was there’ – and 

she occasionally went abroad in Frank’s place to oversee a number 

of publishing deals. 

morning, Miss Fanning.” And if we were running a bit late, and 

you sneaked in, he’d know. He’d come down from his offi ce upstairs 

for something, to see Miss Fanning, and he’d say, “You didn’t say 

good morning to me this morning.” If you did your work, it was 

appreciated. He appreciated what you did.’

Frank also had strict ideas when it came to dress. Female staff 

were required to wear black dresses that were no shorter than 

ankle- or, later, calf-length. If they were staying in the city for the 

evening, they could seek written permission from one of the two 

bosses to change clothes at the day’s end. 

For all his strict rules and high expectations, Frank treated his 

staff well. ‘He was a lovely man,’ Smith says. ‘If he liked you, you 

were set. But if he didn’t like you, you may as well leave. He could be 

a bit tempestuous. Underneath he was really soft-hearted.’ He was 

obviously fond of Smith. When she left to marry in February 1945, 

Frank threw her a party, booking out rows of seats at Sydney’s 

Prince Edward Theatre for the staff to see the Bing Crosby fi lm 

Going My Way. Smith also recalls another outing when Frank 

took some of the staff to see acclaimed American violinist Yehudi 

Menuhin, who was performing at Sydney Town Hall. 

Smith returned to Alberts in 1968, and remained with the 

company for the next thirty-plus years until she retired in 2001. 

She wasn’t the only person to return to Alberts numerous times. 

‘We used to say it was named Boomerang House because so many 

people came back,’ she says. ‘They left and came back two or three 

times. It was just like home.’ 

Like Jacques, Frank was mindful of what he ate, and something 

of a dandy. His Swedish chauffeur Andrew Lindquist drove him to 

work each morning in the Rolls-Royce or the Packard. (During 

the war, Frank donated his Rolls-Royce to the Red Cross, Smith 

recalls, where it was transformed into an ambulance.) ‘Frank was 

an average height, I suppose,’ Smith says. ‘He had quite a slim 
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The Albert College of Music was on the fourth fl oor. Here 

pupils came to learn piano, and later mouth organs, using the Shefte 

method: a standardised form of teaching using a simple American 

technique named after Art Shefte, which taught the playing of 

popular music in the modern rhythmic style. If the advertising was 

to be believed, pupils could learn to play a tune in a mere ten weeks. 

The college was initially run by Nell Ramsay, who had worked on 

the retail counter on the ground fl oor. Alberts also stocked the 

Shefte books, which were a popular seller. Although the college 

was run by Alberts, Smith says it operated independently (the 

name Shefte College of Music was registered in New South Wales 

by Alberts in 1936). At an affordable 12 shillings for a half-hour 

lesson, the classes were a hit with anyone who had aspirations to 

play a tune. Alberts later opened a Shefte College in Brisbane.

Acclaimed musician and conductor Tommy Tycho taught at the 

Sydney college for fi ve years, and was also the Shefte Melody Man 

on 2UW, playing a fi fteen-minute segment that aired four times 

daily and promoted the college to listeners. ‘I had to play very basic 

tunes so people listening would think they too could play it,’ says 

Tycho, who came to 2UW from the ABC, where he played on a 

program known as Handful of Keys. ‘The Shefte College had about 

a dozen studios, all with pianos – some grand, some upright. I was 

the star teacher because I was on the radio as the Shefte Melody 

Man. It was packed, absolutely jam-packed with pupils from fi rst 

thing in the morning to eight at night. It was like a sausage factory. 

What is now the guitar culture was the piano – every family had 

an upright. A lot of people paid their money and there was no way 

in the world they would be able to play because they had tin ears. 

I was put [through the wringer] by Miss Ramsay a couple of times 

because I told people they would never play, and she read me the 

riot act, saying I shouldn’t say things like that because it would cut 

our income.’

Smith recalls Fanning and Frank banding together with a 

number of music publishers during World War II, when in 1940 

the government proposed bringing in a 5 per cent tax on sheet 

music and music books. The publishers campaigned successfully 

for the importance of music for troop and civilian morale and the 

tax was overturned. 

Fanning’s employment made headlines when she became the 

highest-paid female in Australia for the time, earning £50 a week. 

‘She was absolutely wonderful,’ Smith says. ‘She and Frank ran the 

business. She was a very, very talented woman. She was brilliant.’ 

When Fanning retired, Frank publicly acknowledged his ‘warm 

appreciation for her loyal service’ and dedication to the company 

for more than fi fty years. To show his appreciation he offered her a 

retirement allowance of £5000 as well as inviting her to remain as 

a director of the company.

The typists and the pianists at Alberts were almost always 

female. One of the better-known pianists, who started at Alberts 

the same year as Smith, was May Livingstone. ‘When she was 16, 

[May] came into contact with Sydney’s fi rst family of music, the 

Albert family, well-known music publishers,’ wrote Denis Condon 

in the Sydney Morning Herald’s obituary of Livingstone, who died 

in 2000. ‘She went to work at Alberts music store, Boomerang 

House in King Street, Sydney, as a “song plugger”.’ May and her 

husband, fellow pianist Gordon Livingstone, went on to join ‘the 

circuit’, a group of musicians who held concerts throughout regional 

New South Wales and played at the hedonistic parties in the homes 

of the landed gentry, some of which lasted up to four days. At the 

beginning of World War II, May returned to Alberts, this time as a 

businesswoman running the Albert College of Music, which Frank 

had begun in 1917. She would also choose the repertoire for the 

popular Shefte Melody Girl who appeared on radio station 2UW 

(the Albert family’s Sydney radio station).
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The annual Police Ball was an important date in the calendar 

and a night to which Alberts would always contribute music. 

Alberts also had regular new-issue customers to whom they 

would release monthly the fi ve or six new numbers as soon as they 

were published; while the professional division gave discounted 

copies of new music to bands. Staff would update the publishing 

cards monthly; sales above 10,000 were considered a hit. ‘The 

Prisoner’s Song’ and ‘Somewhere My Love’ were considered two of 

the biggest hits of their time, selling in excess of 100,000 copies.

As with Allans in Melbourne, Alberts was the place to be seen, 

and it was always fun to spot a popular performer heading towards 

the professional department at the back of the shop to try out new 

releases. Smith was particularly fond of the male impersonator Ella 

Shields, who left a lasting impression. ‘In those days she always 

dressed in a top hat. She was a marvellous artist. She would always 

carry a walking stick on stage, and dressed in black mostly, a black 

suit which was tailor-made. I did meet Jenny Howard. I didn’t like 

her very much. Ella Shields was delightful. “Burlington Bertie from 

Bow” was one of her big hits. She used to be at the old Theatre 

Royal in Castlereagh Street.’ 

Frank travelled abroad annually for up to three months at a time, 

always combining a holiday with his business trips and keeping in 

touch with the offi ce by cable. He had an aversion to fl ying and 

continued to travel by cruise ship even after international fl ights 

became the norm. Minna and Alexis accompanied him on all 

his trips. Frank had become overly protective of Alexis following 

Otto’s death, and rarely let him out of his sight. He also developed 

a great fondness for Alexis’s eldest son, Robert, whose middle 

name is Otto. 

 Before installing its own printing department, Alberts initially 

used the commercial printers Deaton and Spencer. But after World 

War II, it turned over an entire fl oor of a large building at the 

back of 139 King Street – known as the warehouse building – to 

the printing, packaging and dispatch of sheet music, tutorials and 

songbooks. In his offi ce on the mezzanine, Alberts’ commercial 

artist Harold Turner would design title pages, sheet music covers, 

brochures and letterheads. It was an important job, as an eye-

catching cover was a crucial selling point. Turner’s work was 

displayed in the double storefront windows on King Street, and 

was frequently a talking point among the customers (something 

Jacques would have approved of wholeheartedly). 

On the fl oor above Turner’s offi ce, about fi ve or six people 

worked tirelessly completing mail orders; and above that was a 

fl oor for storing stock. Frank’s offi ce was on the sixth fl oor, and sat 

adjacent to his music room and its grand piano. Frank and Fanning 

looked after the royalties and returns, slavishly copying them into 

account books by hand. Unlike today, royalties were generally a 

simple 50:50 split between artist and publisher.

As well as an attractive cover, one of the best ways to sell sheet 

music was for an orchestra to play it at one of the city’s popular 

night spots. Orchestras and bands played regularly in theatres, 

hotels, cinemas and dance halls such as the Trocadero nightclub, 

the State, Prince Edward and the Regent theatres, Romano’s and 

Prince’s restaurants. Dance bands led by Jim Davidson and Frank 

Moglin were especially popular. 

‘When people heard a dance band play a song and danced to 

it, they would want to get the sheet music to take home and play 

it themselves,’ Smith says. ‘Friday night was popular night at the 

Palais Royal [at Moore Park] where it was dress night. Saturday 

nights anybody could go, you didn’t have to be partnered. That 

was when girls started going to dances unaccompanied.’ 
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in Robert’s mind is the huge baked snapper they would often be 

served for lunch. ‘Grandfather used to always threaten us with 

eating the eye if we didn’t behave,’ he chuckles. 

Frank maintained a soft spot for Robert, and used to refer to 

him as ‘the little skipper’, much to Robert’s embarrassment. For 

many years Frank carried in his diary a card that read: ‘To grandpa 

& grandma, with love from Elsie, Lex and the little skipper.’ ‘My 

two brothers kept teasing me, being old Grandpa’s favourite. He 

was so proud of me. I think all [his affection] rubbed off on me 

and scarcely over the other two at all, which is a terrible pity,’ 

Robert says.

Another memory Robert has of Sunday lunches as he grew older 

is of his and Frank’s divergent taste in wine. ‘He had a massive 

wine cellar. The wines in it got older and older and less and less 

drinkable. And for some reason or other, he took a liking to asti 

spumante, which is a sparkling sweet Italian champagne-style wine. 

Dad and I in particular couldn’t stand his wines, so we used to 

sneak in a bottle of our own wine to his lunches at Boomerang and 

when the asti came out, we used to go and hide it and produce our 

wine instead.’ Frank’s cook, Clara, was aware of this, and would 

occasionally come up to Robert before lunch and whisper, ‘I think 

you had better come and check the wine, I don’t think you’re going 

to like it.’ If Frank noticed, he never said anything.

The Sunday lunch tradition was handed down through the 

generations. Until Alexis’s death in 1996, his three sons and their 

wives and families would meet most Sundays for lunch at his home 

in Vaucluse. The close bond that ties all the Alberts, right down to 

the fi fth and largest generation, is quite remarkable and cherished 

by all.

‘[Otto’s death] was a terrible blow to them. And I think that’s 

why Frank adored Robert so much, because he reminded him of 

Otto,’ Gwen Smith says. ‘They had the same build, according 

to the photos I’ve seen. Frank just adored Robert, absolutely 

adored him.’ 

As exotic as the trips sound, they were increasingly disruptive 

to Alexis’s schooling at Knox College in St Leonards and his studies 

at the University of Sydney. ‘When my brother died at the early age 

of fourteen my parents rather over-protected me and they used to 

travel a lot, my father on business, and I got taken along so my 

schooling was interrupted,’ he recalled in an interview with Ken 

Cable in 1979. ‘I fi nally failed the matric twice and [my father] 

asked if I’d like to go into the business. I said, “Well I’d like one 

more go” because I knew I was way behind in my standard but 

I thought if I could matriculate at least I’d start from scratch in the 

university course. The third time I did. I decided to do economics 

because I had in mind to go into the business and that was the 

natural thing to do. I enjoyed the course very much.’ Alexis studied 

accounting, business principles and psychology – subjects he would 

later fi nd a great help in his business dealings. It was a far cry from 

Frank’s experience; he had been forced to learn as he went.

Family remained an important part of Frank’s life. Although 

Minna occasionally came into the offi ce, Smith didn’t know her 

well. But she says the couple’s affection for each other was obvious. 

‘He never went anywhere without her,’ she recalls. ‘They had a 

very good relationship.’ 

Once Alexis had children, Sundays were spent with Frank 

and Minna at Boomerang, their home in Elizabeth Bay, or on the 

harbour. One of Robert’s clearest memories of these lunches was 

the dread he always felt before Frank’s inevitable request for the 

three brothers to play piano for him. ‘It was scary. He was a fi erce 

kind of fellow, small and quite intense.’ Another thing that sticks 
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and dance music manifested in sheet music, recordings, piano rolls, 

ragtime dancing, variety acts and other theatrical entertainment,’ 

John Whiteoak writes in The Currency Companion to Music and 

Dance in Australia. ‘J. C. Williamson’s advertised in Melbourne 

in December 1912 that the pantomime Puss in Boots [a lot of it 

Alberts’ music] would include “exhilarating ‘hustle music’ named 

as ‘ragtime’ at present the craze in England and America”. A deluge 

of Australian-published and imported ragtime sheet music began 

around this time and much of it was new Tin Pan Alley ragtime 

songs ... this created another boom for Alberts, Allans, D. Davis 

& Co and others who sold or published up-to-date popular music 

in the 1910s … Alberts was the leading Australian publisher of 

modern American popular songs, dance music and instruction 

manuals for many decades.’

Jacques’s fi rst trip in 1901 had secured the rights to resell and 

reprint the music of various American publishers in Australia 

and New Zealand. From 1915, American catalogue agreements 

had taken on a fairly standard formula: the US publisher 

would authorise Alberts to license and collect performance and 

mechanical royalties on its existing catalogue for the length of the 

agreement, while options were granted for uncommitted songs, 

and the right to purchase printed music was generally carried into 

new agreements.

Of course, Frank, and later Alexis, couldn’t spend all their time 

in the US and Britain – they had a business to run in Australia. 

In 1922, Frank sent Clare Fanning to America in his place. He 

would later employ a B V Fanning – very likely a relative of hers – 

to run the New Zealand offi ce when Alberts opened a branch in 

Wellington in the ’20s. B V Fanning was also a loyal employee and 

spent her entire thirty-year career with Alberts until she retired 

due to illness in 1957. A second branch was opened at about the 

same time in Melbourne to cater for Victoria, South Australia and 

In 1915, the year after Jacques died, and while the world was at war, 

Frank returned to America and signed many lucrative contracts, 

including those with Forster Music in Chicago; infl uential San 

Francisco publishers Sherman, Clay & Co; Milton Weil in Chicago; 

and Buck & Lowney Music in New York City. He also renewed a 

number of existing deals. Later deals included Ted Browne Music 

Co; Jerome H Remick & Co, whose catalogue of published songs, 

particularly rags, was the largest in Tin Pan Alley until the end of 

World War I; and, signifi cantly, Witmark & Sons, one of the top 

ten publishers.

But the most expensive, and perhaps most important, deal of all 

was signed in 1919, when Frank managed to secure the Australian 

and New Zealand rights to a signifi cant portion of the music of 

Irving Berlin, one of modern music’s most popular and enduring 

songwriters. The deal took place on 21 October 1919, the same 

year Berlin left Waterson, Berlin & Snyder to branch out on his 

own. Frank paid an advance of $US15,000, an unprecedented 

amount at the time. ‘You can see the popularity and importance of 

Berlin when the advance went up to $37,500 [in 1923], the largest 

amount ever paid,’ says Alberts’ former US attorney John Clark. 

‘That agreement was signed by Frank in New York and witnessed 

in the presence of Lex.’ 

Like his father, Frank was mindful of the future and of creating 

a family succession plan, so he assigned the contract to Alexis 

François Albert. Some of Berlin’s most lucrative hits included 

‘Always’, ‘All By Myself’, ‘Putting On The Ritz’ and ‘Blue Skies’, all 

of which Alberts have the local rights to. The company still retains 

the rights to sixty-eight of Berlin’s tunes. 

The Alberts deal didn’t include Berlin’s 1911 hit ‘Alexander’s 

Ragtime Band’, which is largely credited as having shifted popular 

taste in music from stiff march rhythms to the more relaxed feel that 

preceded jazz. ‘In Australia the craze for Berlin-style ragtime songs 
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‘We got the charts from the music trade publications to see 

what was entered on them and what would be a hit,’ Clark says. 

‘Then we’d notify Alberts in Sydney. They would evidence interest 

in a song, then we’d go out and get the record and send it airmail 

to Sydney (earlier by boat) and they’d decide if they wanted it, 

cable back and we would move heaven and earth to get the song. 

There was no recommendation [by us]; Alberts would decide. They 

picked very carefully what they thought would sell.’

‘Frank Albert was marvellous at choosing [hit songs],’ recalls 

Gwen Smith. ‘There was nothing published that he didn’t hear fi rst. 

He would listen to it and see if he considered it would be a hit.’ 

There was often a lag between the time the song was a hit in the 

US and when it arrived in Australia. ‘You had to wait so long, that 

was the trouble in those days. There were cables of course, but no 

airmail or anything like that,’ Smith says. Although all Australian 

publishers were in the same boat, competition was hot. Allans, 

D Davis & Co and Chappell were all out to secure the latest hit 

for Australia. ‘The trick was to get to the people who had the 

rights before other people did,’ Clark says. Deals became harder to 

secure when some of the American companies opened up their own 

branches in Australia, often administered by another publisher.

Hit songs of the time published by Alberts included Guy 

Massey’s 1924 tune ‘The Prisoner’s Song’; Berlin’s 1925 waltz 

‘Always’; the 1926 foxtrot ‘When The Red, Red Robin Comes Bob, 

Bob, Bobbing Along’ and Buddy Gard De Sylva’s ‘If You Knew 

Susie’, popularised locally by Ella Shields. ‘It should be remembered 

that back of every song there is a reason for its publication, and 

that reason is linked with a defi nite audience appeal,’ Frank would 

say. ‘A song, or a piece, is written because the writer likes it; but it 

is published because its publisher believes that it is going to have 

a very wide measure of appeal. Otherwise he would not invest his 

money in it in the fi rst place.’

Tasmania; and another would follow in Brisbane that also took in 

the Northern Territory. That Alberts would take the large, risky 

and not inexpensive step of opening international and interstate 

branches indicates how well the business was going.

When it wasn’t possible to chase the hits in person, there were 

a number of ways Alberts would keep abreast of what was going 

on. In 1926, Frank began dealing with a US attorney Julian Abeles. 

Abeles had a strong background in both music and music copyright, 

having been engaged in 1923 to represent prominent songwriter 

Fred Fisher (of Fred Fisher Music) who was suing the music giant 

Jerome Kern for copying the music to his 1919 biggest-selling hit, 

‘Dardanella’, in Kern’s Good Morning Dearie. (Alberts had the 

Australian rights to ‘Dardanella’ through their partnership with 

Francis, Day & Hunter; and signed with Fred Fisher Music in 1926.) 

‘Julian won the case – a landmark case in copyright law setting out 

the distinction between copyright and patent. That launched Abeles; 

he became the jazz tzar, and other publishers came to him,’ says 

John Clark, who joined Abeles Bernstein in 1960. Frank engaged 

Abeles on a permanent basis in 1933, and the pair soon became fast 

friends. ‘Julian used to tell me about Frank and what a nice man he 

was; he used to come into the offi ce a lot,’ Clark says.

Alberts also had a music scout based in the US – the equivalent 

of today’s artist and repertoire (A&R) manager – who followed 

the charts in music bibles Variety and Billboard, was on good 

terms with all the lawyers representing various publishers and the 

publishers themselves, and would recommend tunes to Alberts. This 

man, William Lieber (better known as ‘Wolfi e’), also happened 

to be Abeles’s brother-in-law. Frank, and later Alexis, also kept a 

close eye on Variety and Billboard – and later Cash Box and the 

World Record Chart. It was Abeles’s job to quickly determine if 

the publishing rights were available to certain songs selected by 

Alberts and, if so, negotiate the deal. 
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Each edition featured a page of local and international music news, 

which rarely failed to mention Alberts in some way. For example: 

‘Miss Jennie Benson, the famous London vaudeville star, now 

appearing at the Sydney Tivoli, is an artist who comes to Australia 

with an extensive “Albert” repertoire. Included in her numbers 

are “A New Kind of Man” and that latest and biggest Albert hit, 

“Lazy”.’ Or: ‘Go to any cabaret or dance and you’ll fi nd that 90 

per cent of the dances are numbers on Albert’s 1925 Orchestra 

Club list.’ Celebrities and music houses, including Alberts, gained 

mutual benefi t from promoting each others’ products: the music 

stores would encourage visiting artists to perform there in return 

for publishing their photographs on the front cover.

Topical music news was also reprinted. The July 1926 Budget 

included editorials from the Daily Telegraph and the Herald in 

Melbourne that contained thinly veiled support for jazz. 

Take the jazz, which has the whole world in its grip [wrote the 

Telegraph]. A barbarous, unmusical thing to the ear of many a 

trained musician, but a delightful diversion to millions of people 

the world over. A few weeks ago the cables informed us that 

Richard Strauss, who had arrived in London to conduct the fi rst 

performance of the fi lm version of his opera Der Rosenkavalier, 

had bitterly denounced the jazz as a thing for savages but not 

for civilised human beings. But within a day or two of this 

fi erce denunciation 10,000 persons fl ocked to the Albert Hall to 

welcome Paul Whiteman’s jazz band … There is an abandon, a 

lightheartedness about it that cures an aching head and helps one 

to forget for a time that there is such a thing as hard work.

And the Herald: 

From his high pinnacle as a world-famous pianist, Percy Grainger 

does not look upon the ordinary world of music with the 

In 1920 Frank decided, as Jacques had done years before, to 

become a true Australian. Jacques had applied for his citizenship 

in June 1900 to the governor of New South Wales, composing a 

handwritten letter on company letterhead that featured an Edison 

cylinder in one corner and a Boomerang mouth organ in the other. 

The letter read: ‘Sir, Being a resident of Sydney for 16 years I wish to 

be naturalised and become a British subject. Please take the proper 

steps in the matter and oblige. Your obedient servant, J. Albert.’ He 

was then required to swear a declaration before two witnesses, pay 

£1 and take an oath of allegiance. 

Frank followed in his father’s footsteps two decades later, but it 

wasn’t only a certifi cate that proved he was a local. From 1925 

and for the next decade he began publishing the Boomerang 

Budget, a free monthly newsletter sent to all Alberts’ customers, 

music retailers and performers and anyone connected to the 

entertainment industry in Australia and New Zealand. Reading 

between the lines of the Budgets you can see a man with a strategic 

sense of marketing that few Australian businessmen of his time 

possessed. In fact, Frank would have been a successful player in 

today’s economy, where marketing is king.

The fi rst Budget, published in October 1925, had a cover boasting 

‘Alberts smashing hits’, referring to a number of Berlin songs from 

Hugh Ward’s Berlin revue The Music Box. Inside, Ward penned 

the fi rst of a regular column, ‘Our Theatrical Magnates’, in which 

he wrote: ‘When my friend Frank Albert told me a little while back 

that he intended publishing a monthly magazine to be issued to 

all interested in his publications, both vocal and instrumental, I 

heartily congratulated him on this excellent method of bringing 

into closer touch the members of the musical profession with their 

friends the members of the music trade.’
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but doing it, punching it home in a matter which left no doubt 

as to its success. Look at the Albert song successes. Many people 

marvel that Alberts can keep up an unbroken line of successes, 

but that only comes about because of quick decisions. Sensational 

success like ‘The Prisoner’s Song’ is not the result of fl ukes but of 

quick thinking backed up by a hard earned knowledge of what 

is wanted. 

Perhaps surprisingly, Frank was a keen promoter of rest and 

relaxation:

The fi rst duty of the worker is to keep himself fi t, and an hour’s 

labor when he is up to the mark, bright, keen and enthusiastic, 

is worth three hours’ effort when he is fagged and played out … 

Remember that an hour or so at the cricket match, a contest at 

tennis, a nice long walk, a game of bowls, a party at cards or the 

time spent in jolly talk with friends, are not wasted. So keep fi t, 

and nothing will keep you more fi t than when you sell Alberts’ 

music and handle Boomerang mouth organs.

Of all the instruments written about in the Budget, the 

Boomerang mouth organ stands out, refl ecting the fact that the 

1920s and ’30s were the most popular period for the tin sandwich, 

as they were for Boomerang Songsters. The popularity of the 

affordable mouth organs was in no small part due to the mouth 

organ band movement and the craze for competitions, which began 

in the 1920s and continued until World War II. Some of the adult 

mouth organ bands became as well known as football teams, and 

competitions would draw large audiences. ‘It is my experience that 

a mouth organ band contest will draw a packed house where a jazz 

competition will be held in the presence of the judge, the players 

and a few friends,’ said composer Jack O’Hagan in 1931.

By 1927 Alberts was selling eleven models of mouth organ, 

including the Coo-ee and Kangaroo Charmer, but the Boomerang 

superiority that is generally credited to genius. For Percy Grainger, 

chatting with a friend, actually admitted that he likes jazz! ‘And 

why shouldn’t I?’ he asked. ‘Anything that adds to the popularity 

of music should be encouraged’…

Included in each Budget, prominently displayed on page three, 

was a comment from ‘The Chief’, as Frank was known at Boomerang 

House. His columns give a fascinating insight into what drove him, 

and reveal a man who, when it came to business and marketing, 

had obviously taken a leaf or two out of Jacques’s book. He often 

invited readers to contribute to the magazine, emphasising that their 

opinions were of utmost importance. One column was devoted to 

handling customers, with Frank sermonising that the great secret 

of securing or keeping a customer is to please them: 

If you went into a store you would expect to be paid some attention. 

It is quite immaterial whether you were buying a little or a lot. 

So you must treat everyone with respect, no matter if they only 

come in to ask where so and so lives or when does the next tram 

come along. The inquirer or small buyer of today may be the large 

buyer of tomorrow and if you treat him with indifference or worse, 

neglect him, then he is liable to become a very poor advertisement 

for you.

Frank never missed an opportunity to wave the Alberts’ fl ag 

and concluded with: ‘of course one cannot overlook the fact that 

Alberts’ music and Boomerang mouth organs are great assets in 

enabling the salesman to please every customer’.

And this, from October 1926:

In every walk of life it is the punch that counts. Ask [world 

heavyweight boxing champion] Jack Dempsey. And so it is in 

business. The Albert publishing house has got where it is today, 

not by sitting back and saying, ‘We’re going to do this and that’ 
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Upright and player pianos continued to be one of the most 

popular instruments in Australia in the 1920s, and although 

Alberts no longer sold them, their popularity resulted in a huge 

demand for sheet music and piano rolls. These numbers declined 

signifi cantly towards the end of the decade due to the combined 

effects of the advent of radio in 1923, the Depression and the 

increasing popularity of the phonograph.

The Boomerang Songsters, on the other hand, only became 

more popular, with sales increasing from 8050 in 1918 to 46,451 

in 1931.

Despite his competitive drive, Frank was not afraid to band together 

with his rivals if it made good business sense. Nowhere is this more 

evident than in his involvement in setting up a body to protect 

artists’, publishers’ and composers’ copyright in 1926. It was called 

the Australasian Performing Right Association, and Frank was one 

of nine founding members of the organisation, which more than 

eighty years later continues to protect the rights of these groups 

and plays an essential role in collecting and distributing licensing 

fees. In 1926 there were fewer than fi fty APRA licensees. Today 

there are more than 70,000, and the distributable income has risen 

from £11,382 in 1926 to $159.6 million in 2009.

Jacques had always been quick to jump on breaches of copyright, 

and Frank was displaying a similar tendency. From the early 1920s, 

Alberts had introduced a compulsory mechanical royalty stamp 

that was affi xed to the labels of records where the publishing was 

owned or controlled by Alberts, and indicated payment of royalties. 

They were vermillion and signed in blue, black or green. Founding 

APRA was yet another canny manoeuvre by Frank; it meant 

was the most popular and was ultimately available in forty 

models (although the locally named Kia-Ora and Moaphone were 

particularly good sellers in New Zealand). Partly in response to 

competition, Alberts introduced a range of new mouth organs and 

gimmicks, including a key ring to carry the eight-reed Tiny and 

ten-reed boomerang-shaped Tiny De Luxe, and a velvet and silk-

lined boomerang-shaped hinged box. Alberts’ mouth organs were 

a particular hit during the Depression, given their affordability 

– the cheapest was threepence – and they became popular with 

Aboriginal people in the outback. Most mouth organists played 

tunes they’d either learnt by ear, or from tutors and sheet music, 

both of which were available at Alberts.

It wasn’t long before mouth organs made it onto record. Alberts 

didn’t begin producing their own records until the 1960s, unlike 

companies such as the local arm of Columbia Graphophone Co of 

England, which established a recording studio and pressing plant 

in the Sydney suburb of Homebush in 1926; and Parlophone Co, 

a subsidiary of English Columbia, which also used the Columbia 

pressing facilities. Australia’s early recording industry still proved 

profi table for Alberts , which made money by licensing copyright 

of Alberts’ music for the recordings. 

The phenomenal popularity of the Boomerang mouth organs 

is evident in the King Street store’s sales records. The ledger 

covering the period 1918–31 charts the explosion in sales of the 

songsters and instruments. The number of mouth organs in stock 

had a staggering thirteen-fold increase, with 15,720-dozen mouth 

organs sold. Sales of saxophones, accordions, violins, even temple 

bells also increased signifi cantly; while the purchase of more 

offi ce stock such as typewriters, cash registers, adding machines 

and stationery, as well as wages for the Shefte College of Music 

and Melbourne and Wellington offi ce staff, indicate the growth of 

the business.
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As the twentieth century progressed Australians began 

increasingly looking towards America as the epitome of 

style. Film, music and magazines meant the latest trends 

could be quickly accessed. For many Australians, fi lms had opened 

up a new world that transported them into the homes of the 

rich and famous. This kicked off their love affair with all things 

American and, in particular, with Hollywood and its heady air of 

glitz and glamour. 

Frank’s frequent trips abroad meant he was not only exposed 

to music trends, but to the latest in cars, fashion and architecture 

as well. Having earned a reputation as a trailblazer in the music 

business, Frank was also right up with the latest in home design 

The 
business
with the 
beats 

C H A P T E R  F O U R

that Alberts’ copyright – and therefore its profi ts – was protected 

from pirating. 

‘By the end of the 1920s, Frank Albert was one of the music 

industry’s most successful businessmen,’ wrote Ray Grieve in his 

book A Band in a Waistcoat Pocket. A successful businessman 

needed an appropriate home, and so Frank set about bringing his 

dream house to life. Its name, of course, would be Boomerang.
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